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northern region of South America.
Blame has also been put on the
region's rebel forces, who burnt down
an air traffic control tower in the area
two years ago that could have warned
the pilots of their deviation. The Cali
Airport control tower was also blamed
for not noticing the discrepancy..
The latest findings of presumable
alcohol content in the pilot's blood
suggest inebriation, sources suggest
that it could also be the result of the
body's natural postmortem chemical
excretion. However, human error has
been deemed the cause of this trag-
edy, the second deadliest airplane
crash since Pan American's terrorist
bombing over lockerbie, Scotland in
1988. Ironically, the 21 st of Decem-
ber was the 7th anniversary of the
tragedy of Pan Am's flight 103.
A special mention of one of our
own students, Carolina Hernandez,
a ninth grade student at the Univer-
sity School, and her mother, Rose-
mary Sanchez perished in the trag-
edy of flight 965. On Friday, January
5th a memorial service was held in
her name in the University School,
and flowers used during her funeral
in Colombia are lain in front of the
Sonken Building. (The Sun-Sentinel.
Thursday, December 21 st and Friday,
December 22nd, 1995)
•
•
pher was going to announce Israeli's
recognition of Syrian sovereignty over
the Golan Heights. (The Sun-Senti-
nel. Friday, December 15, 1995).
United States:
On December 12th the United
States Senate rejected the constitu-
tional amendment making flag des-
ecration a crime. The final vote of
63 to 36 was 3 votes short of the nec-
essary 2/3 vote to accept the amend-
ment. Flag burning is still protected
as an expression of Freedom of
Speech. (The New York Times.
Wednesday, December 13, 1995).
Editor's Note: Many would like
to believe· that the amendment was
not passed due to the editorial in~
KD.J.gfJ1/ssue 1, Volume 6, written by
Nathan Burgess. There is, however,
no evidence that this is the case.
There were two mistakes made in
the 16 January 1996 issue in the ar-
ticle entitled: "SCORE: Whatrespon-
sibilities are to me." First; the mini-
mum number of hours is 9 per month,.
not 10; second, the minimum GPA
wasi atthe time of the artide, 2.25
for SCORE students who began in
1995, and 2.0 for those who began
in 1993. We apologize for any in-
convenience.
Correction!
Thursday, February 1
Learn to be an Expo Expert!
Don't miss this workshop for swdents and alumnVae to help them
use the 4reer Expo to their best advantageI
4:00 pm in the second floor dining room, Administration Building
*-Monday, February 5
Fashion Show!
A fashion show featuring NSU students modeling stylish outfits
appropriate for the Career Expo and job intervlewsl
Noon to t :30 pm in the Rosenthal Cafeteria
•Wednesday, February 7
CAREER EXPO '961
Over 65 employers will be present to discuss employment
opportunities with swdents and alumnVae
Noon to 4:00 pm in the Rosenthal Cafeteria
For more Infonnadon, contact the Career Resource Center at 475·7504 or
stop by our office on the first floor of the Admlnstradon BuDding.
Count Down to Expo 196!
•
•
France:
Frustration mounted in France as
the transportation systems entered \
their forth week of standstill on De-
cember 15th. Parisians were using
any way possible to reach their desti-
nation since the longest strike of the
decade threatened to continue. The
employee's stoppage protests were
because of the government's mini-
mum salary freezes and benefit cuts.
The strikers were encouraging
other public servants to join in on the
strike. However, the strike euphoria
diminished. The percentage of strik-
ers in the post office went down from
6% to 3%, and the percentage of gen-
eral civil servants on strike diminished
15%. The convened day to resume
work, by Worker's Force and General
Confederation of labor, was Decem-
ber 15th. However, when subway
cars were being tested for resumed
business the strikers were still laying
on the tracks. These actions threaten
the future transportation status of
France, as it has managed to close
schools, slow the mail, and traffic jam
Paris. (The Sun-Sentinel. Friday, De-
cember 15, 1995).
Israel:
- Jerusalem received Secretary of
State Warren Christopher to participate
in Syrian-Israeli peace-talks. Christo':
Colombia:
~ Buga, Colombia was the sceneJ of a gruesome accident that occurred
"1 this December. An American
f\ Airline's Boeing 757 crashed in the
~ mountai.nous region of the Andes at
~ 9:45 PM on Wednesday December
20th. Flight 965 departed two and
~ half hours late from Miami Interna-
~ tional Airport destined to arrive in
~ Cali, Colombia at 9:50 PM.
~ However, the airplane deviated
~ 13 mi les from its course and crashed,
into a 12,000 foot mountain while
traveling at 9,000 feet. From the 156
passengers and 8 crew members there
were only four passengers and a'dog
~ that survived the accident.
~ Rescue attempts went on well past
'" ~ Christmas day when the last of the ca-
"1 davers were found. Among the casu-
~. alties wer.e Francis.co Ferre (son of the
~ former Miami Mayor Mauricio Ferre),
his wife and eight month old,child. .
The black box was recovered 011
~ the third day of the search and the
~ investigations are still pending,how-
~ ever there have been many attempts
~ at assessing the cause of the accident.
Originally it was thought that flight
965 had been the target of a terrorist
attack, because of a bomb threat re-
ceived by American Airlines on air-
planes departing for Miami to the
~ .........._---------------------.~ ..A~"lig;llt ·St<:1f'1- &
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SGA President Adresses Students ~
Dear fellow students, shirt ~rom S~h_""' sales c1e.rk i~gs towa~d th~ s~hool. Think of those zones ar.e not a place to pa~k so you ~
sometimes glv.;. ' .. ! 10-20% dls- times, while dnvmg your car, you feel can run m to check you mall or drop ~
There's one in every family.
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ook on a bench.
\;'Yhile filming the movie in Vienna
rf~~ told Hopkins that he had no
cor?i;~s of his own book becau~e he
hpcfgiven'his last copy to a friend:who
ad lost it. Hopkins showed him his
und copy and with the inscription
ifer had made to his friend they
nfirmed that it was been the same
,:
opy.
Source: The Sunday Times (Lon-
on), May 5, 1974.
off a term paper. They are there be- ~
cause this world is with people who ~
cannot walk as easily as you and I. b
They are there to protect the .Iives
of the individuals who have to use ~.
that building. Be considerate of oth- ~
ers and think before you act. ~
I was appalled the other night
when I returned home to Goodwin
Hall to find a car parked right next to
another car that belongs to a legiti-
mately handicapped person. f\
If the handicapped person wanted ~ ~
to enter their car they would not be ~
able to because the illegally parked ~
car was inches away from the legally ~
parked car. What made this situa- ~
tion even worse was this person ~
proudly displayed Nova decals on
their car. So not only were they ~
breaking the law by parking there and ~
made the handicapped person's car ~­
inaccessible, but they were doing it ~~
by showing their affiliation with our
school. I was ashamed that this per-
son attends to our school.
I would hate to think what out of
town visitors thought when the.y saw ~
that scene.
I am working with the administra- ~
tion to stop this abuse atthe expense ~
of the handicapped and those using ~
various buildings. A parking plan suit- \J
able to meet it's goals will take time. ~
In the interim, I am relying on
you, the students, to be responsible b
and not park where you are not sup-
posed to. I am also counting on you ~_
to encourage your friends who you ~~
see breaking the law, not to do it.
see BE PROUD on 12
by Karina LeDezma
Trivia Tidbits:
Coincidence??
such things as the speed limit and sig-
naling to change lanes is not very
important. Think of that guy you cut
off this morning because he was do-
ing 50 mph in a 55 mph zone in the
left hand lane. He did not say to him-
self, "I was wrong. I shouldn't have
been in this lane to begin with."
Instead, he sees you go to Nova
by the sticker you proudly display on
your window and remarks, "Those
damn spoiled Nova Brats! What kind
of delinquents are they taking in at
that school?" Is that the image you
want others to think of when they hear
the word Nova? That same person
might also be on his way to Nova.
Not to further his education but to
meet with some of our administrators
to finalize the terms of his multi-mil-
lion dollar donation for student schol-
arships. I am certain he will rethink
his donation now:
.So now ask yourself, "Was acting
irresponsibly worth the repercussions
to you and the other students of NSU?"
Some months ago, in another is-
sue of The Knight, I talked about
people parking illegally in fire and
handicap zones all over campus. I
must admit, soon after the issue came
out, I noticed there was a dramatic
drop in.illegal parking campus.
Much credit and admiration
shou Id go to those who put others
needs before their own. Unfortu-
nately, as of late, I see the lazy bug
has struck the campus again. I urge
each and everyone of you to remem-
ber those areas are restricted to gen-
eral parking"for a reason. The marked
In 1972 George Feifer's ri
The Girl From Petrovka, was
into a movie. The actors hir
the parts were Anthony Hopkins a
Goldie Hawn. Anthony Hopki.
sought to read the book to better pr
pare himself for the part. He searche
for the book in London unsuccessfull
On his way home, on the subway,
he coincidentally found a copy of the
rn is what
rticles as-
. People,
niversity,
rs. When
vulgar, acts
lIy breaks the
k at you and
s the school,
lowing off for
dged.
about goes be-
It goes as far as
our car to show
se negative feel-
count ~or just bfing a itudent at.NSU.
It IS good tP S,bffi?~ your pnde. I
encourage eve~ ,~o show it. At
-1."'';:: • ~. ". '.
some ca ..:' ,..... .' '. ent types
of paraph ',', .flO.. '.,' r school's
logo are g '.• fq , expense
should ne ..
What
you do w
sociated w
not associ
readily rec
,
someone sa
immorally, 0
law, people
make a judg
who's letters
all to see, wh
What I am
yond sh irts and
the things we p
our pride that als
----.
I firmly believe it is important to
show your pride for any institution
you are a part of. Here at NSU, I
have taken special note to the in-
creased number of Nova related
bumper stickers, window stickers, li-
cense plate brackets, shirts, hats and
cups appearing on and off campus.
This is great because it shows we as
a community believe in our school.
It makes me, as a student, feel
important when I see the person in
front of me at a stop light proudly dis-
playing their NSU window decal. It
is a great feeling to be recognized
from people you do not know, for just
wearing a shirt with NSU on it.
I love it when a stranger comes
up to me and says "Hey, you go to
Nova," after seeing the NSU logo
blazing across my chest. Even when
you walk in certain stores, wearing a
hi:······
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The
Student Communications
O ~ ti t;rganlZa ·on s
B·usiness Department
is looking for
an
Assistant Business Manager
Duties include:
• designing ads for The Knight
Newspeper and WNSU Radio
• ad sales for newspaper and radio
• filing, copying, etc.
• light bookkeeping
• 15 hours per.week
For more information call
Mary or .Herue at 452-1553
Christie9s CYberroom: Student
~Government Goes Cyberspace
~ by Christie MacDonald :~~~el~~:at~:::~;;~1 i:li~~~~~ :a:~:;:~ ;~st~~~:~e t~~~;a~n:~~~~n~s~dw~;' ~:th;~~i:
"l With the explosion of the infor- S.G.A. constitution, general informa- and find information on how to c.~~J~I_eves, will facilitate change ar
~ mation superhighway, millions of tion on S.G.A. meeting times and tact the owner. _W" prfvidethebestservicetothestudenl
~ people around the world travel the upcoming events, biographies and Users will also be able to ~st I Student Government wants 1
~ World Wide. Web ever~day. Every~ pictures o~ all officers, and minutes their books conveniently from t~eir.,#,,;p~jng "the best quali~y of life for CI§ one from major corporations to cyber- from meetrngs. computer to the book exchan!e""'s~1!gents,"says president Anthor
\ \) minded individuals have created a Student Government won't just screen. The book exchan\J Homepage on every subject imagin- pro.vid~ infor~ation on their organi- updated every' few weeks!I~III~s<~> ;11!!Fifl~'lgraphically-full.S.G.I
able. The Undergraduate Student zatlon 10 their Homepage, but they that have already been sold 111"i:.Y ii .llWiltSe should be operational b4
Government Association proves no ex- also want to provide services to the on the program too long. /,,"""'" "w'forethe'~nd of the semester. ThE
ception in its plan to make their orga- students like information on the many The Homepage of t~~:::S:;:M.;:~·;..:::I~.::::~I~:~~:~jJIji·~ for the go ahead from t~
niza~i.~:c~~~:~e~;v;;t~~:;~;~ge c1u~~:~~~:~~~j,e book exchange, ~~;~~~:~~~;i~::~~~~~~~t~i~~~~~; ~~th~:tO~~~:
~ up a~d running at least before t~e end ~hat was ~revlousl.y 10 paper for~at So far this year, S.Gl1!,ltu 'il~JlR apprpved, the Homepage WI"",,~ of this ~emester. They want their page ~n a bu~letrn board 10. the Parker bUl.ld- numerous ~.G.A. day.....t~J:.... M'..l.'.P..:.t'.;'.".:.l.....1.".'f1!.f...:.I~.·.. ;.\!f.t.I~ •::. .f.'.:.I.:.\.:.>..~.~.•.,j...n.... §.t.r..u(:..!..,,~;d. b.y Commuter R~pn~ :C~~~SI~~~ef~~monN~;r~;nH::~P~~: ~~~.:I~~~e~~~~.slble through the :~~~.~~: :~~hp~s~;~uJ~nJt~~Y:~:,,1~1~~~1;5~c~~1:~~;s~~;a~~~,~~It~:
connects to Netscape in our computer If a student wants to know infor- S.G.A. will contin4e'MtheMtraditiQn"."Burgess.•" ,ww•••,~
~ when students will h~ve the:power to ~:G':'A:·"h·~slgone a step further
offer suggestions or 4sk questions to theiri~&QS;PJllwhi~ative plans for the
\t· ;£;:S~:l;t~i:~~i~;~~~~~1~;\J Because .of S.G.A::'5'rete~iVe~:~,~::::::,n~tog'5rWhe·re"(1·p'propriate." The worl
ture toward Ideas, students will ha.I'~(iJ;@kl~the net has so much to offer ar
.~~~:;=r to influence policy at t":th~;?e:'i ;:~r:.~:~i:::~~~;
S.G.A. hopes to increase its vi~J!1 ~\!I (Information taken from an inte
ibility and communication with tH~Lfilf~iewwith Anthony Dominici.)
students through their Homepage. Next Issue: Webchat
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NSU's Sororities Step up to the Plate
~ from the cover.' well. 'frasier,.Natalie DeSilva, Gayle kicked our BUTTS, but that didn'
.~ Sigma metout atthe fields behind the Phi a I ." ." .... <> Heather Gates, ona matter, it was to bringbothsororitie
~ ~ Dolphin's Training C.e.nte.r e.arly.. fc>~ a t.hroug.. ou.t th.e<.g.. a..rn.e, but they haL.............. ..•..• ·.Lai, Thelm~White/ 1.1 ho.IZ, toge.the.. r in abo.nd.'.,ofsist.erhOOd un
\) short warm-up/practice. Supporters somem'~ ; ud-, . :. n rea Solheim. , del' NSU'sGreek council and for som
. .of bot.h team.s sat b.ehind the dugouts ing Je.n B.lu.,.m~e r..g.,.DJ,.. ..•.Fara '~..<.,.~ID.".tl~......•.. '.......•.'.• ".'.'~~.•.. ' ,...••.M.. ,.· ·.ssa....•...,Ra.gones.. i an.d..Ca.ndi K.. e.h.. 1. frien.. d. I.Y.. F.. UN.,. c.om.p,etitiOn!.".cheering them on. Ann Gregoreski, Stacy , ly,clriHi:,·p;i~¢h.ed .• ~I'oughout. the game and., Student Life.provided a free BBCJ Theta D.eltac;hi's, ErnieD.~fal.c.0 Kehl,.R.o~ie. RiveraandTr y.H.:.la.v.~"-,'~q..•.~.·~~.;tlit.'?d....•..'.' ..p.'.y.~C.'.0.m..•.e... dic. m.o,m.eAts •.o....n.. b..e.h. i.n.~the..f.iel.d~.. o.. reveryoneafterthl
"ij and Jeff Dew were the appomted Considering many ofthlax~·~(f·-nfe*-~utogether.,- Both stated at game. Thanks.go9utto all those t~a
sports annol;lncers and commentators never played softball be .' illf'ey did leastd , "Why the HELlam I pitch-supported both teams!
~ for the game. 'AsErni~ and Jeff an- play well. . . '(ing?"d laughed together. .' 9n amore personal note Iwoul4
~,nouncedeachmemberintheteams' D ta Phi E sil· rare ....; '., .'.•....".,... a a time; like to thank thosethat voted meMos
~~. Iin~-up ;th.e members of t~at org.a.ni-. rorm~ .• ••.. • r baUing and d1e" . eVen thou h~~'Phi EP~ron ..fai.r..ed. va...I.ua?le p.lay..e.rfor th~ game. I thinl.•'zatlon Jogged onto the field. •The fielding down. Some of t e maJ .' Ide. next time we'll getahttle more pracgame, began and both teams played players fromD-Phi-E indudeRashiCla )erll,Jlumbetgstated; "Hey they tice in before hand.
:ore.
-"e
18kl18
~The ScarletLletter~;BrariaingDilemma
~ from the cover gradual disenfranchisement from the passed down to our generation.. This least be perceived with greater ob
~ ~ nizes and enforces such sexually re-. British source..._ .' .•.... se~-uaUy,explicitf>hobia sequesters our jectivity where the state of govern
\) stricted laws, as trye sodomy law. .' . Thepu.nis~ment'forthe im~()ratpresenti~ thedandestin~ expre~sions menfisconcerned. V!!e need to.gc
In the USA, thirteen states and the .act of fornication ranged from fme.$i. of sexuality. The generations of mcul- beyond the usual astomshment offlrs
~ District of Columbia still condemn tocorperal punishment; and-.evericat~9'rnythshav.e overpowered the . becoming aware of such an antiquatec
~ fornication. Twenty-five states anc{ the forced marriage. _However, the ulti... realitfes.andt~~s fog our perception -law and take action on ourrights.
"ij District ofColumbia condemn homo- mate social castigation \\las the scar- of our inalienable rights as humans. More than a sexual matter, th4
sexual acts. But sodomy laws,al- letletter~'V,".Whichtheguiltyparty Through naive secular teachings we issue is a matter of separation betwe~1~ though enco~passing anti-homo- was forced to wear on their dothing. have come to perceive sex as the our timid subjectivity and our objec
~ sexual behavior, are not exclusive to The "V" signified the uncleanliness hushed reality that lies just below the tive licentiousness. In this way, we
~~ homosexuals, but rat~er the.y ar.e ho- ,and i~mora.I.. ity of the vio.lators'act ~el..igi()US co.nde.Tna.tion..'....•.' Th.. e.re.. fore, it can find ~ha.t articles like the~eactumogenous. The' Umted States Su- of formcation, IS notuncommon to see sexually trans- ally mention the word "SEX" In then. preme Court has yet to recognizethe ,Nqw, yes~ the law exists, but is it mitted diseases a~divin~:castjgation. rather than navigate around it, as doe:
right to engage in private consenting enforced? Perhaps, it's lik~ jaywalk- The'social denouncement is not the law. .
homosexual behavior. However, tng where you onIfget reprimanded a surprise sincesbcia"~ceptance is Sources: Green, Richard, Sexua
~ some state courts have challenged theif.you are'caught in' the'act of com.. so scantily related to rationale or va- Science and the Law. Harvard Uni~ essence of this rightto privacy for bothmitting it- right? Nqt really, a Geor- tidily. However the issue should at versity Press: Massachusetts, 1992.
~ ,homosexuals and heterosexuals. gia police officer said, in$upport of • UZ;;WffiMi.W'J.&&&i •~ ~ Pennsylvania is among the states 'the antiquated law's,Jnvasion of pri-
\) which still implements the sodomy vacy, crimescommitt~diJ) the 'privacy
, law, which prohibits: "sexual inter- of one's home are not 'imrn.une of
~~ course per os [oral] or per~n!Js pros~cution,asi:" drug contrabands,
~ [ana!] ..." 01' "deviate sexual inter- 01' prostitution ...••~
course." In 1980, an unmarried het- But your calculations are right,
~ erosexual couple contested this law these laws are rarely enforced. Mostly.
~ in Pennsylvania. Yet the state recog- they are only used as settlement~mage.·
.~.~ n.ize~. the.. es.s.ent.i~l i~.. regU.lari.ty... Of.th..e to ~u.niSh greate•..•..r.....•.• c.r.im.e.s.. ' tha.t ..go.....u.n....-'law In the USA Justice syste~. The pUnished through legall90pholes.Stlll
couple's contention was' lost due to by the time ofthe·SupremeCourt'srul-
their unmarried marital status. ing, on 'the renoWftcas~.ofB()\Ver~ v.
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PHOTO BY CHARLES WHITEHOUSE,
NORTHERN ARIZONA U.
We bend over back-
wards for you.
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Campus Shots
Northern Arizona U. freshman
Gene Hacker plays a spirited
game of football. The part of
the football Is played by
four-year-old Shane Atene.
Heyl No more punts.
All this and brains~ too~
but can he cook?
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COVER PHOTO OF OLYMPIC HOPEFUL TOM DOLAN, JUNIOR, U. OF MICHIGAN,
BY DAVID BLACK
GUEST EXPERT / Dick Vitale
He knows college. He knows hoops. He knows America loves him, bay-
bee. He's our Prime Time Guest Expert - our PTGEer. And we ask him
questions, and he answers 'em, and he knows it all, bay-bee. He knows it
all. So read on, bay-bee. Read on for the collegiate wisdom of our guest
expert, our diaper dandy, ESPN's vety own Dickie V., bay-beeeeee.
WRAP / It~s a Jungle Out There
23 U. Magazine's Wild Campus
Some pretty interesting specimens can lurk in the tropical, moss-strewn thickets of
college campuses. Plus Double Take and the Strip Tease.
22 Contests
Wanna win big money? Turn to our world-famous contests page now!
18 Hoop! There It Is
The high-Byin', fast breakin', behind-the-back passin' style of women's basketball is turning
heads. At some schools the stands are packed to watch the women strut their stuff.
Mrs. Naismith would be proud.
19 Take Me Back To the Ball Game
I have in my right hand tonight's Top 10 list. From the home-office in Los Angeles,
the Top 10 moments in college sports history since 1980. Number 10 ...
R+R / Rock ~n~ Reel
20 Rock
East Coast Rap vs. West Coast Rap - plus Rapid Fires, Pocket Band and our U. Radio Chart.
21 Reel
New ones from Christian Slater and Sandra Bullock - plus Screen Saver and
a set visit you won't want to miss.
FEATURES / It~s on the Line~ Spin Again
6 U. Capture tile Nike Spirit Contest Winners!
You may be the grand prize winner of $1,000! And even ifyou aren't a winner,
you should still check out these awesome photos.
U. LIFE / Left Foot Blue
14 Urge/ Let's Do It
Valentine's Day is near, so here's a tasteful list of sexual euphemisms. Use them the next time
you're talking about... well ... umm, the next time you and your loved one are going to ...
ya know... urn ... never mind.
14 Trippin'/Breaking Away
This spring break don't go to South Padre; don't go to Florida; don't go chasin' waterfalls;
go online to learn about rare and exotic destinations. Places so odd, the only road
that dares go there is the information superhighway.
15 Puise/Seeegars: Plugging Away
Riddle: What has a butt and is filled with tobacco? No, not George Burns. A cigar -
and cigars are one of the hottest things to hit campuses since cigarettes. There's smokin'
in the boy's room, the class room, the dorm room, everywhere.
15 Class/Law and 0 ....
Did the classic struggle between Marcia Clark and Johnnie Cochran pique the interest oflaw
students everywhere, or did one look at Kato Kaelin turn Shapiro wannabes away from
the profession? The effect of the O.J. trial on law students.
U. NEWS / Right Hand Red
12 The Buzz, Byte Me, U. Lose, 15 Minutes and some tasry Studmuffins.
QUICKIES / Our Concession to Your Attention Span
8 Lively campus anecdotes with flavor crystals.
U. VIEWS / The Campus Dialogue
10 U. Mail, editorial cartoon and aliens.
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EGINNING LAST
August, U. ask-
ed you to. grab
YOttrcameras
and •• Capt4re
the Nike Spirit •.-.
those unforgettable
experiences in sports
and everyday life-
and tell us about the
Nike spirit you cap-
tured. You Just Did It!
U. readers sent in
thousands of photos
of people doing just
about everything in
their Nikes. Your
entries were awesome,
inspiring, scary, funny
and very, very cool.
U. and Nike are
proud to publish the
$1,000 Grand Prize
winner with Nike's
national ad.
$1,000 Grand Prize Winner: Brad Farris, AngeloSfate U.j Texas
"On top of the highest peak in Texas in Guadalupe Hational>Park."
$500 Second Prize Winner: Darren Preston
Lane, U. of Florida "Look at those shoes."
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$250 Third PrizeWinner: Derek Senn, U. of
California, Santa Barbara "Capturing the Hike
spirit during an epic South American sunset."
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COP CARDS
U. of California, Davis
Ifyou think it's hard to sneak
into the bars on your campus, you
should try UC Davis. There, even
the cops get carded. Well, sotta. The
members of the UCD police depart-
ment introduced handsome trading
cards, complete with a lovely likeness
of the law enforcer on the front and
a small bio with helpful safety tips on
the back. Hours of family fun. Col-
lect the whole set. Trade with felons.
Unfortunate side notes: No bubble
gum is included in the package, and
two area banks were robbed during
the photo shoot for the cards..
tray-in to call attention to what they
thought was a flagrant attempt to
screw them out of money. Campus
security was called in to restore
order, and disgruntled dining service
employees put the trays back in their
proper place. Who says students are
apatheric? Look out, Berkeley.
JUST KIDDING
U.S. Naval Academy, Md.
Army got Navy's goat again, lit-
erally. Four years after Pentagon offi-
cials ordered an end to militaty mas-
cot swiping, three West Point seniors
made offwith three Midshipmen
goats in a pre-dawn raid. The three
mascots, two past, one present and
all named Bill, were taken from a
Maryland farm Nov. 5 and held cap-
tive until their safe return Nov. 10.
Bills XXVI, XXVIII and XXIX were
reunited with their official keepers at
a hotel parking lot in Fayetteville,
Md. - and brought there in a U.S.
Military Academy pickup ttuck.
Guess that didn't leave too much
doubt about the kids responsible.
ALL DOLLED UP
U. of Mississippi
Now, even little girls can get degrees from
Ole Miss. Well, their dolls can, anyway. Seems
Ole Miss officials think The Cheerleader Doll
With a Degree helps stress the importance of
higher education to young girls. The Barbie-
like dolls, complete with Ole Miss red-and-blue
attire, are the hottest item going at the school
bookstore. For $20 each, the store offers three
white dolls - a blonde, a brunette and a red-
head - and a black doll. Wonder what Ken
with a G.E.D. thinks about all this?
dining hall decided to push the enve-
lope a little. "We've had some new sig-
nage this year," says the assistant food
service director. "People would come
up to me and say, 'Why don't you
name the cereal bar?'" Students sub-
mitted names and voted for the best.
The winner was "GrandmaJean's
Cupboard," after a longtime dining
hall ID scanner. What's next-
"Nancy's Neat-o Napkin Dispensers"?
THE GREAT
TRAY REVOLT
Marietta College, Ohio
In a valiant attempt to protest a
corrupt and
unjust dining ser-
vice meal plan
scam, students ral-
lied and left more
than 150 empty
trays on the tables
in one ofthe din-
ing halls. Sensing
grave injustice,
they staged the
BOMB SCARE
California State U., Chico
T om Welsh, an assistant professor in instructional
technology at Chico, got an anonymous phone call
telling him to open an envelope that was tacked to his
office door. The envelope had a bulge in the middle
and a big red check mark on the front. Welsh got ner-
vous. With visions of the Unabomber dancing in his
head, he phoned the police. After all, the Unabomber
had sent mail bombs to universities before, and his
manifesto proved he doesn't favor computers and
technology, two ofWelsh's specialties. A police officer
arrived, opened the envelope carefully and found -
BOOM! - an explosively good-tasting brownie and
an equally destructive milk canon. It was Welsh's
33rd birthday.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY DIANE SKOWRONSKI, U. OF VERMONT
NAME, RANK AND
CEREAL NUMBER
Moorhead State U., Minn.
Sign, sign, everywhere a sign.
Bored with such unimaginative signs
as "No paper waste please" and
"Today's special: Tofu burgers," one
breath until your face turns blue has
become passe as the method for get-
ting your own way. Now the chic
thing to do is grow your hair. When
contract talks statted in May 1993,
David Lafond, the office manager for
the graduate student senate, vowed
not to cut his hair until an agreement
was reached. Two and a halfyears-
and a heckuva lot ofconditioner -
later, an agreement was drawn, and
Lafond can say buh-bye to those
tresses. Staffmembers' salaries are to
increase 10 percent over three years.
We're thinking that for more timely
results, best to go back to the hold-
ing-your-breath thing. But different
strokes... (that's 100 strokes a night,
before you go to bed).
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TUBA OR
NOT TUBA
U. of North
Carolina
It's never too
late to toot your
own horn. Joseph
Lowman, an assis-
tant dean and pro-
fessor of psychology
at UNC, is now one
of the 17 tuba-tot-
ing Marching
T arheels. At 50, he's
the first professor to
play in the band.
Lowman says that
ever since he took up the tuba in high school, he's dreamed ofplaying in
a college marching band. It's a good thing he wasn't a pompon guy.
HAIR
WE GO
U. of Massa-
chusetts,
Amherst
Apparently
holding your
The party was being thrown by the
university housing department. As
the chugging began, phrases like
"Hey, wait a second," and "What
the... ?" began to fly around the
room. As it turns out, it was an
experiment to see the effect drinking
NON-alcoholic beer would have on
students, and to show that "people
could have fun without alcohol."
We at U Magazine would like to
say right now that we are firmly
against playing "games" with beer,
or doing "experiments" with beer.
Beer is no joking
matter. Please, we
beg you, do not
toy with beer.
Thank you.
PIG-HEADED FANS
U. of Iowa
Tradition has it that UI fans throw pigskins
during football games. OK, that sounds like fun
- if we're talking "pigskins" as in footballs.
But Natalie Newell, a UI freshman, was a little
shocked when the guy behind her threw a pig's
headonto the field. She says it was from a pig
roast held earlier in the day. "It was definitely a
real head and definitely gross," Newell says.
The security staff was a little miffed about the
flying pig head and blames the fanfare on the
late afternoon kickoff. Guess that left a lot of
time for those traditional tailgating activities,
like pig beheading.
OH, THE BOOKS
YOU'LL READ
U. of California, San Diego
One fish, two fish, red fish, $20
million. Twenty million dollars?
That's what the UC main library
gets for striking the fancy of Dr.
Seuss, a.k.a. Theodor Geisel, cre-
ator of the Lorax, Whos and the
Cat in the Hat. Geisel's widow -
no Grinch - made the donation.
She said Geisel thought the eight-
story building, which looks like an
upside-down pyramid, was the sort
of structure he would have designed
had he been architecturally
inclined. OK now, the first school
to create a thingamajig that puts
stars on the bellies of coeds gets the
next $20 million. Ready, set, go!
BEER NECESSITY
U. of Idaho
Approximately 30 students got
together for a keg party. The catch?
REG PARTY
U. of Chicago
The U. ofChicago boasts 64
Nobel Prize-winning alumni and a
last-place ranking in a survey of
social life on 300 college campuses.
Much to the dismay of the adminis-
tration, the most popular hangout
for UC students is the Joseph Regen-
stein Library - "The Reg." Admin-
istrators were so bummed about the
last-place ranking that they distrib-
uted a pamphlet showing The Reg
branded with a circle-and-slash
emblem. The not-so-bummed stu-
dents (who pay more than $19,000 a
year for tuition) proudly donned
shitts with a big numeral 300.
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College
athletes
don the
red, white
and blue
to battle
for the
gold,
silver and
bronze
BY DAN MILLER
ARIZONA STATE U.
ILLUSTRATION BY STACY HOLMSTEDT, ARIZONA STATE U.
PHOTO BY DAVID BLACK
S YOU STRIDE DOWN THE TUNNEL,
you feel the vibration emanating
from the crowd of 80,000 fans
roaring. It pulsates through your
nervous system. Images from your
life infiltrate your stream of conscious-
ness. The moment of anticipation is
intoxicating. Your Olympic fantasies
always seemed so distant - a part of a
future unknown.
That future is now.
For a select few premier college athletes in the
country, that magical time will soon become theirs
as they take their place in history along with other
athletes who have marched behind the American
flag during Opening Ceremonies.
But the honor of wearing the red, white and
blue is not bestowed upon just anyone. Some are
born with it; others achieve it through tireless dedi-
cation. But most would agree that it takes a special
talent to become an Olympian.
"I think it's a long-term goal for everyone. It's
just a matter of if it's a reality or not," says Tom
Dolan, a junior at the U. of Michigan who is one of
the top male swimmers in the United States.
Dolan, like a handful of other college athletes, is
hoping to be in Atlanta on July 19, 1996.
As the current world-record holder in the 400-
meter individual medley and the U.S. Swimmer of
the Year for the past two years, Dolan already
appears to have an inside track on making the cut.
The five-time NCAA champion practices twice a
day for a total of six hours to ensure that he stays in
world-class condition.
With more than 20 individual records highlight-
ing a monstrous list of achievements, one might
wonder if an Olympic medal would make his
resume complete.
"I think so," admits Dolan, who became the first
man to set three American records at the NCAA
championships since Matt Biondi in 1987. "I've
achieved a lot at a young age, and I think an
Olympic medal is the biggest accomplishment in
any athletic career. That would top it off."
Gym dandles
It seems every Olympics there's one athlete who
has all of America's hopes and dreams firmly on his
or her shoulders. This year, the eyes of the nation
will be focused squarely on gymnast Shannon
Miller. She captured America's heart by coming out
of nowhere to win five medals in the '92 games at
Barcelona, including silvers in the all-atound and
balance beam, and bronzes in the uneven bars, floor
exercise and team competitions.
This time around, the U. of Oklahoma fresh-
man is a little stronger, a little older and teady to
make a run for the gold. The difference is, she
won't be able to sneak up on the rest of the field.
"The last time I was going in as kind of the under-
dog, and that was a position I was comfortable with
at the time," Miller says. "But two or three years
after, I had to go into competitions on top, which is
a lot harder. You just have to go out and compete
and not worry about which place you're in."
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So WHAT I F You SLEPT
THROUGH ECONOMICS? You STILL KNOW
THE VALUE OF A DOLLAR.
Which means you realize how important it is to save. So get a one for free shipping on catalog purchases. All of which leads
MasterCard® Card and use these two sets of exclusive College
MasterValues~)coupons. One for savings from 20% to 50% off. And
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Hold on to the- good times and your money,
too. Take 50'y., off the rcguLlr price of pro-
cessing and printing on the first set of
prints at MotoPhoto, when you use your
MasterCard :"'Card. Call 1-800-733-6686
SAVE UP TO $140
JlRTCIIRVED
College Jewelry
Your college ring, fi,-oIll ArtCarved,
keepsake- you'l1 always treasurt'. Save $3S 011
10k gold, $70011 14k gold or $14() on lXk
gold. Call1-800-952-7002 for Inore detJils.
Mention offer #Y601.
SAVE 40% ON
AWARD WINNING SOFTWARE
WORDExPRESS
forWmdow8
GetWordExpress, the :.lw'lrd \vinning word
processor for Windows, for the .unazingly
low pricl' of$29.lJ5. Top orthe line fea-
tun:-s desigm'd to make your reports, essays
,ll1d tcrm papers look their best. Compatible
with Microsoft Word and WordPerfi..'cc USt'
your Mastt'rC;lrd ,", C;m{ ;md mention offer
WXO-MC to take advant,lge of this spe-
cial offer.To order call1-800-998-4555.
49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION
Invest in your future <lI1d st~\y on top of
current developments with Tile I-H111 Streef 1
)oumal. For ;1 limited time only, lise you'r
M'lstcrCud.'"" Cmi ;llld pay just $23 for a
12~\vt.'ek subscription to the nation's lead-
ing business publication. To take ady,lIlug\.'
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LONDON
Victoria's Secret
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lingerie and innovative
international fashion.
FIRST PURCHASE ONLY
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Whiners
and Losers
Shad Powers, Assistant Editor
Complaining - it's the hot new
spectator sport.
What better way to forget about
your own shortcomings than to
point out an athlete's flaws?
"He gets paid $3 million a year
to catch the ball, and what does he
do? He drops it. Give me $3 million
and I'll catch a ball. I'll tell you that
right now. And another thing,
what's up with these basketball
players? They spend their whole
lives in a gym, they get their col-
lege paid for and they still can't hit
a free throw, for cryin' out loud."
Atrade is always a good target
for quality complaining. Whenever
your team trades a player, it's your
duty to say, "That's the stupidest
thing they could have done." Then
rattle 011 statistics (true or not) about
how good the traded player was or
how bad the incoming player is, and
recount the team's last five trades,
all of which were "dumb as hell."
Let's say your team just won
the World Series. It was a sweep.
The pitching, hitting, fielding and
umpiring were impeccable. Even
the announcing was witty and
insightful. Don't fret. Simply calm
down, focus, and belittle the
scrubs. Like this:
"How do you like that? The guy
sits on the bench the entire year,
maybe gives a couple of high fives
or pats on the butt, and now he's
got aWorld Series ring and a nice
fat bonus. I'll get paid to sit on the
bench and watch people play base-
ball. I'll give high fives. I'll pat peo-
ple on the butt for money."
Note: A noisy bar will always
quiet down right before you yell the
last sentence, so be careful.
Have fun, and remember, as
that lousy, no-good, overpaid
catCher, Yogi Berra, says: "It ain't
over till there's nothing left to com-
plain about."
Take it off
With pleasure, I read your article on
stripping ["Stripping for dollars," Nov.
1995]. I recommend the profession for any
student trying to balance school, living
expenses and tuition. With pay varying
from $150 to $1,500 a night, I only work
two shifts a week and can concentrate on
studying. However, it's not all glamour.
It's a physically exhausting job. And
dancers must be able to handle the highly
competitive atmosphere as well as the reac-
tions offriends, partners and family.
Anonymous, San Francisco State U.
"Posing With Honors" and "Strip-
ping for Dollars" [Nov. 1995] convey
the message that female college students
want to take their clothes off for money.
I don't blame these women, but I do feel
sorry for them. Pornography, prostitu-
tion and stripping undermine women's
gains and put us back in our proper
place: the bedroom. We must reclaim
our integrity and equality rather than
seek refuge in these sexist institutions.
Rachel Kramer Busse/, senior,
U. ofCalifornia, Berkeley
What's your damage?
In "u. Magazine's Magnificent
Seven" [Dec. 1995], your choices were
interesting, but what about Damaged by
Black Flag? Also, you need to check the
dates of a couple of your albums: It
Takes A Nation... was released in '88 not
'89 and Warehouse: Songs and Stories was
released in '87 not '85.
Bruce Harrison, sophomore,
California State U, Chico
I must commend U. Magazine for
promoting the stereotypical image of
homosexualiry ["Campus Shots," Dec.
1995]. I especially enjoyed the sopho-
moric caption beneath the man in drag
(A little more rouge...). Perhaps the time
you spent pondering what humorous
comment you could put beneath the
photo to promote ignorance could have
been spent writing an article that deals
with the very real issues of homosexuali-
ty and homophobia on college campuses!
Kevin Kovalcik, senior,
U. ofRhode Island
Poli sigh
How could your magazine
pretend to write about politics
["Poll Vault," Nov. 1995] and
not mention the painful
Republican cutbacks in student
aid and the massive shift to
block grants for other programs
that will put pressure on states,
in turn, to cut their higher edu-
cation budgets?
Kirby Farrel/,
professor ofEnglish,
U. ofMassachusetts, Amherst
Dead or alive?
I am eternally grateful for
the article, "The Dead Will
Never Die" [Dec. 1995]. How-
ever, you were too quick to con-
firm the passing of the Dead
phenomenon after the death of
Jerry Garcia. Saying "Jerry made
the Dead" is a bit naive. The
Grateful Dead are, and always have been,
more than Garcia's backup band.
Benjamin Nauman, junior,
Iowa State U.
a historically black college, I feel that
your magazine never gives light to life at
historically black schools. You only men-
tion the achievements of African Ameri-
cans in rap music or sports. Wby do you
insist on portraying this '90s stereotype?
Please consider doing positive stories on
black colleges every so ofren.
Kenjij. Gardner, sophomore, Howard U.
Your stories portray a bad stereotype
of Greek life. The Greek system is
changing rapidly. Open availabiliry of
beer at parties, an increase in communiry
service and an increase in the importance
of academics are all cutrent trends in the
Greek communiry. These are the rypes
of trends that should be addressed.
Bradley Holeman, President ofthe
Theta Chapter ofAlpha Sigma Phi,
U. ofMichigan
ties? We at smaller
universities do have
fun like the "big
boys" at the "city-
like" universities, and
a little coverage
would be nice.
Marc Pearson, sophomore,
Troy State u., Alabama
I'm a regular reader of your magazine
and I find the information very interesr-
ing and helpful. However, as a student at
l-rs l\ {l.Q\\. SW\ifIE I\-lill'iE: 10 \;J~iE"
"(0\1 IJ? ~o~ Sq>,U'IN'· ·nc.KE:'P.>.~ ...
5\IT tf\l\Y~ 1\{\SLl... I'EOOl.YcN -rl-\~T ~
CflNT CHl\Vf:,E ('f\Ot.E'~ .--------
SD~\~&~\\,··
I've recently been accepted
to medical school and in my
quest for acceptance, I spent
only $575 - about one-third
of the projected amount in
your story. I think the biggest
waste of money is the MCAT.
A prep course is not needed -
even the MCAT guide says tak-
ing one won't make much dif-
ference. And taking a second
shot at the MCAT shouldn't be
needed ifyou've studied and do
well on standardized tests. The
moral is: If you're trying to get
into med school, don't let this
story scare you.
Erica Ehlers, senior,
Northern Michigan U.
Swallowing
responsibility
I take issue with the "Campus Shots"
photo [Nov. 1995] of a person assisting
another person in drinking directly from a
keg. It implies that your magazine con-
dones this type of potentially abusive
behavior. I am questioning the journalistic
responsibility of your magazine printing
rhe photo, particularly since alcohol use
and abuse has been a past cover story in
YOut magazine.
Steve Brown, Assoc. Dir. ofStudent
Development and Career Services,
Mercer u., Georgia
We've got you covered
I notice in many ofYOut issues that the
stories, letters and various other columns
focus on the Big Ten or elite universities.
Wby don't you include more stories and
articles from students at smaller universi-
Add it up
Since when are secondary applica-
tion fees for medical school only about
$10 ["The Price Isn't Right," Nov.
I995]? I sent secondaries to 12 schools
which cost me almost $900. Still, thanks
for bringing up the issue of the
cost of becoming a doctor.
Kim Blumberg, senior,
Penn State U.
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No catchy headline.
No funky visual.
Just up to
30 FREE minutes
of long distance.
To get it -- and Sprint's great 9" a minute rate -- call 1-800-795-5971.
That's it. Straight to the point. Just a good, solid offer. And that's just the beginning. Start off with up to 30 FREE minutes
of long distance and after it's gone, you get to enjoy Sprint's Moonlight Madness~ rate of only 9 cents a minute from
9 p.m.- 9 a.m., every day.* So go ahead. Get this simple calling plan and up to 30 free minutes of long distance.
Call 1-800-795-5971 today.
~Sprint)·
·Credit is equal to up to 30 minutes long-distance calling per account based on 3,OOO-mile night/weekend rate. Credit issued on first full-month's invoice. In addition to the 9 cent rate, surcharges apply to FONCARD'"
calls. The 9 cent rate applies to domestic calls only. Operator-assisted calls do not apply. IntraLATA usage where authorized. Offer good for new customers only. On some campuses you may not be able to get this ser-
vice for on-campus housing I+dialing. For off-campus calling you could use a Sprint Collegiate FONCARD with this service. Surcharges are not waived during 30 free minutes. © 1996 Sprint Communications Company L.P.
Debra O'Agostino,
SyracuseU.
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The world I. her oyster.
Pop,Pop,
Physics
TheSuzz
W ILE MOST STUDENTS WERE SITTING AT. home studying for midterms last semes-ter, SuChin Pak was in the swamps of
Louisiana searching for alligators.
But she wasn't playing hooky her to host a local talk show for
- she was actually working. Pak teens in the San Francisco Bay
is the host of Newton's Apple, a area. She later auditioned for
national TV show that airs on the part on Newton's Apple -
PBS and is geared toward making and got it.
science fun for teens. Pak's experiences as one of the
'The point is to find science show's five hosts have gone
in everyday life all over the beyond searching for alligators to
world," says the U. of Califo'rnia, include water skiing - she's still
Berkeley junior. recovering from a sprained ankle
Not only has she traveled to - and being used as a human
several states, her next big trip is slingshot.
to - get this - Tahiti. 'They don't tell me that I'm
"They were going to send me going to be the sports person -
to Switzerland, but they decided it's not that deliberate. But I'm
on Tahiti instead. Poor me," Pak usually the ~ne ice surfing and
says. ''I'll be doing stories on tat- doing the sports stuff."
toos, celestial navigation and Pak says her hectic lifestyle
some other topics that aren't means missing a lot of classes
definite yet." because all of the studio taping is
Pak says she was discovered in Minnesota. But she doesn't
by an ABC producer who asked really feel she's losing out too
much on being
a student.
"It's such a
great trade-
off," she says.
"Sometimes I
get lost in the
mundane rou-
tine. Then I
go: 'I'm 20. I
travel all over
the world. It's
fun, it's easy,
and I get paid
to do it.'"
And when
she's having a
rough day on
location, she
says to herself,
"Wait a minute
- I'm out here
learning why
geese fly in V
formations."
• U. of Colorado junior Luke Gold wants to create the first scholarship specifi-
cally for HIV-positive students. "There is a strong misconception that these people
don't have a life to live anymore," says Gold, who is planning a series of fund-rais-
ers. To donate, write the Positive Future Fund, c/o CU Foundation Inc., Box 1140,
Boulder, CO 80306.
• Many universities have substance-free housing, where students abstain from
drugs and alcohol. Rutgers U. has gone a step further. It offers two dorms specifi-
cally for recovering addicts. A similar program at the U. of Maryland was suspend-
ed this year because it didn't have the resources to handle students' relapses.
• Fired up about the Citadel and the Virginia Military Institute being forced to
accept women, Citadel alumnus Lucien B. Lane wants to break a barrier himself. He
plans to apply to Spelman College, an all-women's college near where he lives in
Georgia, and sue if he's not admitted.Jim Moscou, U. of Colorado
1992. Now Fortune 500 companies
and government agencies are
requesting the recipe for turning
waste into profit.
But the big winners are the stu-
dents. They actively participate in
running, developing and marketing
the program, and student projects
are often incorporated into policy.
''I'm currently helping to
improve recycling in a set of resi-
dence halls off campus," says
Olympia Frascone, a freshman at
CU. "We recently did a survey of
200 students on the amount of recy-
cling they do and the convenience
of recycling.
"Before the award, students were
aware of CU Recycling, but they
didn't realize what a big project it is.
The award has helped them see the
scope of the project and the oppor-
tunities for them to get involved."
The student-run operation col-
lects more than 1,000 tons of
garbage a year - nearly 40 percent
of the entire waste generated on the
campus of25,000.
Seems student awareness has
turned a one-man plight into a full-
fledged fight -:- against waste.
Melissa Lenos, U. ofAkron/
Photo courtesy of the "Studmuffins of
Science" 1996 Calendar
hours a week in the lab.
But working on the mental sec-
tion of their impressive bods is what
these studs do best. Brian Cole, an
assistant professor of physics and
research at Columbia U., is working
on a long-term career in particle and
nuclear physics.
"I don't think that I'd ever
become a professional studmuffin,"
Cole says. "I might, however, if the
pay was good."
The calendar is now available to
the drooling - er, viewing - pub-
lic in university bookstores.
Hey~ baby. Can I offer you a pocket
protector?
studly col-
leagues.
Franks says
his colleagues
tease him
about the cal-
endar. "I think
that they're
just jealous because they didn't get
to be in it," he says.
Rocky Kold, a professor of
astronomy and astrophysics at the
U. of Chicago, laid down his tele-
scope and posed for the calendar for
the sake of the school.
"A few years back, we were voted
dead last in party schools," Kold
says. "Maybe this will help the
school's reputation a bit."
Scientifically speaking, being a
stud isn't easy work. Brian Scottoline,
a.k.a "Dr. January," does more than
grace the cover of the calendar. He's
an MD/Ph.D. student in biochem-
istry at Stanford U. and a competitive
swimmer. He averages 30,000 meters
a week in the pool in addition to 80
"This was pretty much a scheme
to meet guys at first," admits Hop-
kin, a science journalist and part-
time producer for National Public
Radio's Science Friday. But it turned
into a mini-crusade to convince
people that scientists aren't necessar-
ily socially retarded nerds with
pocket protectors, she says.
"The public thinks scientists are
all bow tie-wearing geeks," Hopkin
says. "Now people can see that some
of them are regular guys."
The calendar comes complete
with color pictures and tidbits of
info on studs like Peter Franks, an
assistant professor of biophysics and
oceanography at the Scripps Institu-
tion of Oceanography in California.
"Dr. November" attributes his
studliness to good genes, and his
favorite organism is the pfiesteria
piscicida.
Although the studs are dealing
with their newfound fame, most of
them admit that they've taken some
ribbing from their not-so-buff-'n'-
Waste Not,
Want Not
l ACK DEBELL WAS JUST TRYING TO GRADUATE WHENhe helped start the U. of Colorado recycling pro-gram in the mid-70s.
"The program was just part of Nineteen years later, DeBell is
my major - environmental conser- still running his brainchild. And the
vation," DeBell says. "It was an world has finally taken notice.
independent major, too. There In September, CU received the
weren't too many conservation pro- 1995 National Recycling Coalition
grams back then." award for Campus Recycler of the
Year, beating
nearly 1,500
other university
entries. The
award sent CU
-and DeBell-
to the top of the
recycling heap.
With innova-
tive techniques
and enthusiastic
students, CU
Recycling Ser-
vices opened an
on-campus recy-
In the dump.~ but not down. cling facility in
F OR THOSE OF YOU WHO LIKE Alittle brain with your brawn -Karen Hopkin brings you the
1996 "Studmuffins of Science" calendar.
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BySherri Eisenberg, James Madison U.
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It's probably safe to say that Cornell
U. freshmen Evan Camps, Rikus Lin-
schoten, Par Sicher and Brian Waldman
are about to have avery dateless year.
In October, 1995, they made a list of
75 reasons why "iNomen (bitches)
shouldn't have freedom of speech" and
e-mailed it to 20 of their friends.
Within two weeks, the message
was forwarded to students around the
world and placed on electronic bulletin
boards where thousands more students
could read it. Jacquie Powers, assistant
to the vice-president for university rela-
tions at Cornell, says the response from
angry students was overwhelming -
and almost completely electronic.
Powers logged about 100 e-mail
complaints a day and the director of
information technology at Cornell
received at least 1,000 a day.
"There was a great outrage at
the offensiveness of the message,"
Powers says. "Nobody disagrees
that this is a very offensive mes-
sage, partiCUlarly to women who
have been sexually abused." (Rea-
son No. 38 from the list "If she can't
speak, she can't cry rape.")
Courtney Sears, coordinator of
EQUAL, James Madison U.'s women's
rights group, was impressed with the
grass roots organizing involved in reac-
tion to the list.
"It's interesting that they made a
list of how great the world would be if
women couldn't speak, and women
responded because they can speak,"
Sears says.
Because Cornell does not have a
hate speech code, the judicial adminis-
tration did not find the authors to be in
violation of campus policies. According
to Powers, the four offered to do 50
hours of community service, attend
sensitivity training and apologize to key
administrators.
The four authors, following their
lawyers' advisement, will not discuss
their motivations for creating the list.
Powers says the authors don't
believe women really shouldh't have
the right to free speech. They say the
list is merely a compilation of lyrics
and lines from rap songs, TV shows
and T shirts.
"Nobody acts independently," Sears
says. "Everyone is shaped by their
environment.
"But that doesn't mean they
pulled down rap lyrics directly, and
the fact of the matter is that they said
those things."
In this case, the keyboard is mighti-
er than the sword.
Misogyny
Online
By Rob Zazueta, U. Of California,
Berkeley/Photo by Noah Berger, U. of
California, Berkeley
Newsweek calling me on the phone
while I was sitting in from of a
CNN camera crew, and a newspa-
per photographer standing waiting
to get a hold of me."
French hackers broke the encryp-
tion code of the international ver-
sion of Navigator.
Ever since Goldberg and Wag-
ner's discovery, the phones in
their office have been ringing off
the hook.
"Yesterday was just way hectic,"
Goldberg says. "At one point, I had
Serleeley grad students Ian Goldberg and Dave
Wagner - welcome to the machine.
be an interesting experiment."
Gary Hawke, general manager
of radio station KJHK, which aired
KU football games on the Internet,
likens the video venture to Alexan-
der Graham Bell's first call. The
technology has been there. Someone
just needed to put it all together.
"We had all the ingredients
but not the recipe," Hawke says.
The link between sports and
technology sure has come a long way
since that electric vibrating football
game we played when we were kids.
Shad~AssisIantEditorIPhotD cour-
tesyofUofKansassports infrJnnation.
me
Netscape reacted immediately,
releasing a new version of Navigator
with a fixed version of the encryp-
tion code a week after the students'
discovery. Netscape is also sponsor-
ing a contest that offers cash
rewards for users who find further
security loopholes.
Wagner says users may not
immediately notice any damage
done by hackers who break an
encryption code.
"You may not even know that
they've stolen your credit card num-
ber," he says. "When money disap-
pears off your credit card, you may
have no clue that this is because
you're using your browser."
The idea that Navigator's securi-
ty program might be vulnerable
came to them when a group of
Nothin' but Net
POINT THE EASY CHAiR AWAY FROM THE TV ANDtoward the computer screen. Put down the remoteand pick up the mouse. The future of sports view-
ing may be shifting from the networks to the Internet.
The genesis of live sports cover-
age online began Dec. 8, 1994, at
the U. of Kansas with the broadcast
of a women's basketball game. U.
of Oregon followed suit last fall
with an audio broadcast of a Ducks
football game. More than 2,400
people from 35 countries hit the
site during the broadcast.
"We're not trying to replace
TV or radio," says Michael
Ritchey, director of the Oregon
Sports Marketing Center. "We've
just created what we think is a new
type of interaction between spons
and sports fans."
The next logical step, barring
any snafus, was taken on Jan. 2,
when the U. of Kansas and Cornell
U. joined forces to air live video
footage of a basketball game
between the two schools.
"The technology is not quite
there to get a large audience,"
says Dean Buchan, the KU sports
information director. "We can
only afford to have about 30 or
50 people tuning in, but it will Now playing on a computer near you.
Cybersleuths
T WO U. OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, STUDENTsrecently brought u.s. National Security to levelDEFCON 4 when they simulated a world-wide
thermonuclear war on their - whoops, wait a minute.
Wrong story. Here we go ....
Two U. of California, Berkeley,
students recently discovered a seri-
ous security flaw on the World-
Wide Web - one that could have
allowed for millions of dollars in
credit fraud.
Computer science grad students
Ian Goldberg and Dave Wagner
found that the Netscape Navigator
- used by more than 8 million peo-
ple to access information through
the Web - had an encryption code
that hackers could break easily.
The encryption code protects per-
sonal information, such as credit card
numbers, while data are being trans-
ferred to Web sites on the Internet.
"If you just use Netscape for
insecure things, there's no effect,"
Goldberg says. "If you use it to do
your banking - don't."
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Breaking Away
The staff IJf tire Dally Nebraskan
- yeu people III'fJ slckl-
contributfK/ tB thI8, um, report. /
IIIUstTBtlons by Mike 8flfJz1fly,
BlIII State U., 1Rd.
Dynamic!
Knockin' Boots
Belly Slapping
The Horizontal Mambo
The Horizontal Bop
The Horizontal Hokey-pokey
Chinese Bedsheet Dance
Athletic!
HomeRun
Manress Hockey
Scoring
Literary!
The Beast With Two Backs
Pleasant!
Afternoon Delight
Biblical!
Breaking a Commandment
Unwiddy!
Parkin' the Car in the Garage
Taking 01' One-Eye to the
Optometrist
Mr. Happyin the Amusement Park
Scratching the Big Itch
Coitus Unintertuptus
Generic!
The Nasty
Makin' Whoopee
The Wild Thing
Sctumping
Boffing
Gettin' Busy
Hookin' Up
Dorking
Nookie
To The Point!
Gettin'Some
URGE
Graphic!
Bumpin' Uglies
Hide the Salami
Surrendering the Pink
Humpin'
Industrious!
Laying Some Pipe
Bringing the Wood
Installing the Cable
Sowing the Seeds of Love
Diaphragm Durability Experiment
Burning Latex
let's Do It
Y OU KNOW, SOMETIMESpeople rip on U. Maga-zine for including too
many stories on sex. "Sex, sex, sex,"
they say. "That's all you people
ever write about. That and beer.
And naked people. And naked peo-
ple drinking beer and having sex."
We prefer to let our record stand
for itself. In the meantime, here's a
list of funny sex euphemisms!
Whoo-hoo! Clip and save! Trade
with your friends!
IllUstration by Shaun carter,
Wichita State U.
Easy for what it really offers - a
passport to the exciting world of
voodoo! Duck into the dark alleys of
the French Quaner and you can scam
John De Conqueroo roots and chick-
en blood for cheap. A few ritual sacri-
fices later, and you can curse your
math prof, exorcise your dorm room
and ward offevil cafeteria spirits.
Remember, these are only
launching points. Plan ahead, get on
the Web, and plot a superior spring
break experience. Good luck, and
send us a postcard.
Guest
Expert: ..
Dick Vitale
. 0111 Spring Break:
"I tell ya what,
come down he....
We'll have a little
. party at my
place."
these operations never found the
mother lode of ore for which they
were mining. To wit - thar's gold
in them thar hills. Explore the sur-
rounding area with your friends,
find some gold, then descend into a
violent world of greed and paranoia
as you betray one another for a big-
ger share of the booty.
New Orleans
http://www.neworleans.com
Look here, sweethean - anyone
can go to New Orleans, drink Hurri-
canes and pass out on Bourbon
Street. Booorrriiing. The discriminat-
ing spring breaker will see The Big
TRIPPIN'
The House ofValley Forge
http://pages.prodigy.
com/PNgreatvalleyhouse
This 300-year-old stone
farmhouse is just outside Philadel-
phia, near Valley Forge Historical
Park. It's said that George Washing-
ton used to rendezvous at this house
with a secret companion known
only as "Bubbles." This is your
chance to learn about American his-
tory while eating Brie, drinking
Chardonnay and otherwise acting
like the smarmy, effete snob you've
always wanted to be.
Ned Skeldon Stadium
(Toledo Mud Hens)
hnp://ese.utoledo.edu/~zoltan/
MudHens
The Mud Hens are probably the
most wellcknown and best-loved
team in minor league baseball. Cor-
poral Klinger of M*A *S*H* was a
big fan, as was Andy Warhol. Since
you're dying to know, a mud hen is
another term for the American coot,
a marsh bird with shon wings and
long legs that inhabits swamplands.
Stop by historic Ned Skeldon stadi-
um and see if you can't bribe a
maintenance guy to let you on the
field for a quick game of willie ball
with your fellow travelers.
Ghott Towns and
Prospecting Mines
hnp://www.halcyon.comltreasure
Scattered allover the West, these
sites stand as testament to the pio-
neer spirit of the 1800s. Here's
where it gets interesting - many of
T HANKS TO COM-puter technology,your spring break
doesn't have to be another
senseless orgy of beer, bikinis
and beaches. (Not that there's
anything wrong with that.)
So maybe it's time to step up
your game a bit and go bold-
ly where no one else is going.
After an hour or so of
bouncing around the Web,
we found dozens of prospec-
tive spring break destinations
- complete with rates,
directions and even maps.
It's our considered opinion
that the less obvious destina-
tions are the best. Here are a
few good staning points:
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law and O.d.
Story and photo by John Youngs,
U. ofConnecticut
Tobacconist in Washington, D.C., says the
" market for domestic, machine-made (read:
cheap) cigars has been sliding for years. But
premium handmade cigars, which cost
upwards of $3 each, are in high demand all
around.
After 27 years in the cigar business, Cox
says this so-called resurgence of cigar smoking
is part reality, part media myth. He doesn't
deny a sales boom in the past three years, but
if the media weren't there to make cigar cul-
ture so cool, he says, students wouldn't know
where to begin.
Jeanne Geier, a senior at the U. of South
Alabama, thinks smoking in general is disgust-
ing. However, she says she'd pick a cigar
smoker over a cigarette smoker any day. "Cig-
ars are more distinguished," she says. "Usually
people have a reason for smoking cigars -
some kind of occasion."
Just the woody taste and spicy smell of cig-
ars - plus her cigar-smoking boyfriend Kyle
MacLachlan - are reason enough for cover
girl Evangelista to light up, she says in Cigar
Aficionado.
Ben Michelson, a U. of Connecticut
senior, smokes cigars for several reasons. His
father and grandfather both smoke cigars.
Plus, he landed the good stuff - Cuban cig-
ars - when he visited Jamaica. But the
clincher has been working on Wall Street for
the past three summers, he says.
"A lot of bankers smoke cigars."
Seeegars:
Plugging Away
This growing number of cigar smokers
includes not only the aforementioned Evange-
lista but also a number of planet Hollywood
residents: Jason Priestley, Tia Carrere, Demi
Moore and John Travolta, plus Madonna and
Arnold Schwartzenegger, to name a few.
Back in Beantown, cigar-store proprietor
Macdonald says that although his typical cus-
tomers are in their late 20s to early 40s and
upscale, he has seen a definite increase in his
college-going customers - particularly grad
students. "If he's a poor college student, he
still wants to be upscale," he says.
There is, of course, a difference between
stinky dime-store cigars that conjure images of
smoky college poker games and, say, the fancy
imported cigars President Clinton smokes.
John Cox, co-owner of A. Curtis Draper
PULSE
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Nothing like poker and cigar night with the••• uh••• guys.
T HOSE BLUE EYES. THOSE PLUMP LIPS.That fat cigar. Fat cigar? Yes, that is astogie in supermodel Linda Evange-
lista's dainty hand on the cover of - wait,
that's not Cosmo or Vogue. It's Cigar Aficiona-
do! What is going on here?
How about some"serious cigar smoking
among celeb types and students alike? The
stogie business has practically tripled in the
past two years, according to Paul Macdonald,
owner of Boston's historic David P. Ehrlich
Co. cigar store. "It's huge," he says. "We can
hardly contain it."
On the 0 ..... trial:
"The length of that
trial, man, they
needed· "'udge
Dickie V. up there.
I would've. moved
that sucker along
a lot quicker."
Guest
Expert.:
Dick Vitale
sean Smith, U. of Oregon/Illustration by Stephen
Tenebrini, U. ofMinnesota
long-term effect on how his peers or the
public views lawyers.
. "In a year or so, no one is going to
remember the trial," Fisher says. "It shouldn't
turn people off from wanting to be lawyers. If
it does, well, there are too many lawyers any-
way."
Law-school enrollment has been declining
in recent years across the nation following an
upsurge during the '80s that many law profes-
sors attribute to the popularity of L.A. Law.
It's not cleat, however, whether real Los Ange-
les lawyering will have any effect on the num-
ber of potential legal eagles vying for seats in
criminal law.
"It may discourage some potential students
and encourage others," says Georgetown U.
law school professor Paul Rothstein. "The trial
may have given them a more realistic picture
of the process."
Some students are more concerned about
what the legal future holds if people consider
law school because of the O.J. trial.
"If it causes people to become lawyers,"
Fisher says, "God help us!"
CLASS
career.
Martin
Fisher, a third-
year law stu-
dent at the U.
of Oregon, says
the trial was
such an
extreme exam-
ple of legal the-
ater" that it
won't have a
S EAN SHIMAMOTO STOOD AMONGhundreds of law students at NewYork U. School of Law, his eyes
fixed on the monitor.
"We, the juty, find the defendant, Oren-
thai James Simpson, not guilty...."
While some students around the nation
cheered, others recoiled in shock. Shimamoto,
a third-year law student, was not surprised.
He was embarrassed.
"It's not a question of right or wrong, but
how much justice you can afford," Shimamo-
to says. "For those of us involved in the legal
system, it's like, 'God, I'm a pan of this.'"
Shimamoto is one of thousands oflaw stu-
dents across the country who watched the
"trial of the centuty" with more than a cursoty
interest. While O.J. was being tried by a juty
of his peers, the general public was passing
judgment on lawyers.
Fred Moss, a law professor at Southern
Methodist U., Texas, says many law stu-
dents feel they bear the burden of proof in
defending their
profession.
"They're
feeling a little
victimized to
some extent)"
Moss says. ''The
trial has
increased the
public's negative
feelings about
lawyers, and law
students are the
unfortunate vic-
tims. [The O.J.
trial] was not
our fault, but
we're going to
bear the brunt
of the fallout."
Despite the
blame heaped
on the shoul- The eyes of justice.
ders of Ameri-
ca's legal prac-
titioners, few
law students
seem interested
in abandoning
ship and back-
stroking
toward another
College
athletes
don the
red, white
and blue
to battle
for the
gold,
silver and
bronze
BY DAN MILLER
ARIZONA STATE U.
ILLUSTRATION BY STACY HOLMSTEDT, ARIZONA STATE U.
PHOTO BY DAVID BLACK
S YOU STRIDE DOWN THE TUNNEL,
you feel the vibration emanating
from the crowd of 80,000 fans
roaring. It pulsates through your
nervous system. Images from your
life infiltrate your stream of conscious-
ness. The moment of anticipation is
intoxicating. Your Olympic fantasies
always seemed so distant - a part of a
future unknown.
That future is now.
For a select few premier college athletes in the
country, that magical time will soon become theirs
as they take their place in history along with other
athletes who have marched behind the American
flag during Opening Ceremonies.
But the honor of wearing the red, white and
blue is not bestowed upon just anyone. Some are
born with it; others achieve it through tireless dedi-
cation. Bur most would agree that it takes a special
talent to become an Olympian.
"1 think it's a long-term goal for everyone. It's
just a matter of if it's a realiry or not," says Tom
Dolan, a junior at the U. of Michigan who is one of
the top male swimmers in the United States.
Dolan, like a handful of other college athletes, is
hoping to be in Atlanta on July 19, 1996.
As the current world-record holder in the 400-
meter individual medley and the U.S. Swimmer of
the Year for the past two years, Dolan already
appears to have an inside track on making the cur.
The five-time NCAA champion practices twice a
day for a total of six hours to ensure that he stays in
world-class condition.
With more than 20 individual records highlight-
ing a monstrous list of achievements, one might
wonder if an Olympic medal would make his
resume complete.
"1 think so," admits Dolan, who became the first
man to set three American records at the NCAA
championships since Matt Biondi in 1987. 'Tve
achieved a lot at a young age, and 1 think an
Olympic medal is the biggest accomplishment in
any athletic career. That would top it off."
Gym dandles
It seems every Olympics there's one athlete who
has all of America's hopes and dreams firmly on his
or her shoulders. This year, the eyes of the nation
will be focused squarely on gymnast Shannon
Miller. She captured America's heart by coming our
of nowhere to win five medals in the '92 games at
Barcelona, including silvers in the all-around and
balance beam, and bronzes in the uneven bars, floor
exercise and team competitions.
This time around, the U. of Oklahoma fresh-
man is a little stronger, a little older and ready to
make a run for the gold. The difference is, she
won't be able to sneak up on the rest of the field.
'The last time 1 was going in as kind of the under-
dog, and that was a position 1 was comfortable with
at the time," Miller says. "Bur two or three years
after, 1 had to go into competitions on top, which is
a lot harder. You just have to go our and compete
and not worry about which place you're in."
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KIp SIMONS
OHIO STATE U.
"I've already
made two
World
Championship
teams, so I
could rest,
but it's just
not as
big as the
Olympics. "
ByDavidSkinner, Georgia Institute of
Technology
FaCill~'.~YlJt,.·tIt.ql~picswilllllave
some\VondeJ1llllega~ieson.our campus."
G~9rgla statlt~.WillaJ$Oshare in the
festivities. An eXhibit on the history of
\VOmen in theOIYl11piCGaJIIllslNill~held
C111CilIUPus,andt/lefolks at GSUwil1 beplaying)"w~thebi~die," as they host
the bildminf.CJllcompetition.
"It's good for the campus. It's going to
bring a lot more people to Georgia State,
bllt as far as the trlIffic'and ali the people
coming, that could~ea liUle scary," says
GSU sophomore Vanessa DeBow.
GSUisstrictiyacommuter school, but
all addition to its campus will be able to
house 2,000 people after the Games. The
new on-campus housinQ may make the
school more attractive to out-of-state stu-
denls.
Some other colleges will help the
caU$e. Spillman College will provide
practiJ::e tennis courts,PAo~ehouse Col-
Illgewill hOld the basketball preliminar-
ies and Clark Atlanta U. will house the
field hockey venue.
facilities are not the only resource that
will be used in the Gal1les. Students from
AUanta-area schools have shown interest
in volunteering during the Olympics. In
fact, several colleges have formed student
groups to coordinate their efforts.
"A lot of students are involved with vol-
unteering or employment with ACOG," sayS
Annette Lee, director of college relations at
Kennesaw State College. "This will be an
interesting adventure for all of Atlanta, and
we're glad to be a part of that adventure."
Being at the epicenter of all the prepa-
I'llti()/l.andplanning has caused some stu-
dents to come down with abad case of
Olympic fever.
"The Olympics is really catching on,"
Tomlinson says. "We've been watching
the construction all along, and you can
justfeel the .$pirltin the air. Irs definitely
a good thing."
When guests come to town, Irs natural
to try to tidy things up, maybe fix that run-
ning toilet - make them feel at home. But
what If 2.5 million people were visiting?
With the Olympic Games coming to
Atlanta in six months, the colleges and
universities around town are getting ready
for the Impact that this once-ln-a-Iifetlme
event will have on their campuses.
As the official "Home of the 1996
Olympic Village," the Georgia Institute of
Technology, located in the middle of
downtown Atlanta, will see the most
action from the Games.
Construction workers have been saw-
ing, drilling and hammering since 1991,
and the noise has forced the students to
build a tolerance to all the banging and
clanging.
"It's really'great to get all the additions
to the campus, but It's been a real incon-
venience," says Tech junior Jason Tsal.
The Atlanta Committee for the Olympic
Games (ACOG) built anew aquatics center
to house the swimming and diving events
and helped remodel the Alexander Memo-
rial Coliseum to make it fit for boxing.
Along With the construction of athletic
facilities, several new apartment-style
dorms have been built to house the ath-
letes and support staff. Sophomore Rosie
Tomlinson is one of many students
already reaping benefits from the new
dorm rooms.
"It's really a good deal," Tomlinson
says. "Irs a lot cheaper, closer to cam- '
pus, and the place is very clean. It's much
nicer than the regular old dorms."
In the summer, the new dorms and the
rest of the campus wlil be shut off to
everyone not affiliated with the Olympics.
This will cause some juggling of class
schedules.
The summer session, lasting only
eight weeks, will begin In mid-August and
end at thQ beginning of October. Fall quar-
ter, also shortened, will start aweek later
and last until Dec. 20.
The mystique
To reach the pinnacle of any profession is an
accomplishment of giant proportion, but the tradi-
tion and pageantry that go along with the Olympics
are often more impressive than the athletic feats.
U. of Southern California sophomore outfield-
er/pitcher Jacque Jones says the magnitude of the
Olympic experience will last forever.
"Even when you get there, it won't mean as
much to you as it will 10, 15 or 20 years down the
line," says Jones. "You'll be too caught up in the
moment. But someday you can show your kids and
your grandkids that you were there."
Hinch already is looking toward the possible ful-
fillment of his Olympic dream.
'Tve talked to former Olympians, and they tell
me, 'You don't know what it's like until you get
there,'" Hinch says. "My coach said the opening
ceremonies were one of the most powerful times
in his life.
"When we're walking down that tunnel and
there's,,80,000 Americans chanting U-S-A, then I'll
know.
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Dan Miller is the official college journalist ofthe 1996
Summer Olympics.
my year. I never would've guessed I'd be 23 and still
trying to make it. That's considered an old man!"
Simons, whose college eligibility ran out last sea-
son, has his sights set on the Olympic trials in June.
"Just that word gives me a bone-chilling feeling
inside," he confesses. "It's something I've worked at
for 17 years, and it's going to come down to one
competition. It's huge.
"I've already made two World Championship
teams, so in some respects I could rest, but it's just
not as big as the Olympics. It's just not the same if
you don't make that Olympic team."
According to gymnast and 1992 Olympic
bronze medalist Dominique Dawes, Simons has the
right idea.
"I would just say to take it one day at a time and
try not to lose focus," says Dawes, who is now an
18-year-old freshman at the U. of Maryland.
Dawes, who earned a team medal in '92, says her
goal for '96 is to capture some individual hardware.
"My tricks are more difficult than they were in
'92, and I'm working on being a lot more confident
going into competitions," she says.
Diamond hope
Another star who isn't worried about high expec-
tations is Stanford U. baseball player A.J. Hinch,
considered by many to be the premier catcher in the
nation. Hinch, who became the first player in history
to spend five years with the USA national team, is as
close to a lock to make the squad as you can get.
"It adds some motivation, and it challenges me,"
says Hinch. He was among 60 players invited to the
fall Olympic tryouts. "If anything, it makes me a bet-
ter player, and I want to
be a better player."
Hinch was selected
by the Minnesota
Twins in the third
round of the, 1995
June amateur draft,
but he opted to return
to school. He says the
opportunity to com-
pete in the Olympics
was a major factor in
his decision not to
turn pro.
"It's a once-in-a-
lifetime thing," Hinch
says. "It will be a spe-
cial feeling and quite
an honor."
One man Hinch
may be flashing signs
for is U. of Tennessee
pitching ace, R.A. Dick-
ey. The junior right-
hander remembers the
time he realized he was-
n't like other kids.
"I had never really
pitched much, but I
always had a pretty good
arm," Dickey says. "One
day when I was proba-
bly 8 or 9 years old, I
starred pitching, and to
be honest, nobody could
hit it. From then on, I
was a pitcher. I enjoy
doing it. I like having
that much control over
a ball game."
Last summer, Dick-
ey recorded a 1.94
ERA while logging
more innings (46.1)
than anyone else on
the Team USA pitch-
ing staff.
Miller says
team medals are at
the top of her wish
list, but she admits
she does have a bit
of a golden eye.
"That would be
the ultimate," she
says. "Right now
I'm just thinking
about making the
team. The gold
medal is my long-
range goal."
For Ohio State
U. gymnast Kip
Simons, making
the Olympic team
would fit nicely
into his theory of
destiny. Simons,
23, says his parents
actually named
him after Kenyan
runner Kip Keino. Keino ran to glory in the 1972
Olympics and pioneered training in high altitudes
to attain peak performances.
"It goes along with the whole Olympic spirit,"
Simons says. As a member of the past two U.S.
World Championship teams, he already has seen his
Olympic dream postponed twice.
"I can remember '88 rolling around and every-
body saying that would be my year," Simons recalls.
"Then '92 rolled around and I thought that would be
There it is.
Shad Powers used to spend his weekends inside watching sports
on TV, but now that he lives in CalifOrnia, he spends them
inside watching sports on a TV one blockfrom the beach.
"We definitely have a ton ofcommunity support,"
Eau Claire head coach Lisa Stone says. "It's wonderful
to have such a home-court advantage. The winning
streak is attributed directly to the fan suppott."
The modest Stone says, "We oughta do well
again this year, as long as I don't screw 'em up."
Power of the press
A certain cycle seems to surround the successful
franchises. Start winning, pack the stands, use the
large fan support to woo talented recruits, keep win-
ning and keep packing the stands. The x-factor in
this equation is the media.
Ceal Barry, head coach of the highly successful
program at the U. of Colorado, says she credits the
media for aiding the recent surge of popularity in
women's basketball. The Buffaloes drew 5,538 fans
per game during the 1994-95 season, putting them
eighth on the national list.
"The media have really picked up on women's
basketball," Barry says. "More games are televised,
the evening newscasts include women's basketball
now and the number of media credentials given out
at last year's Final Four was staggering."
With the creation of the USA national women's
team and speculation of a possible professional wom-
en's hoops league, the sky seems to be the limit for the
sport's athletes and coaches.
Thi~ 'tr~,nd may make long-st,~~,ding basketba~!
terms like man-to-man defense, ball-you-man,
"three-man-weave" and "Hey, man! Throw me the
ball," things of the past.
A Grizzly roar.
Sman~townpride
When you talk about basketball hotbeds, North
Dakota is generally not the first state that leaps to
mind. But the women at North Dakota State U.·
have the town of Fargo buzzing.
The Bison have won four Division II national
championships in the past five years and consistent-
ly have standing-room-only crowds for their games.
"As far as college spirit is concerned, these fans are
unbelievable," says .Kasey Morlock, a 6-foot-l AlI-
American junior for the Bison. "Whether it's at the
mall or church, everyone wants to talk basketball."
The relative obscurity that normally goes with
playing women's college basketball is nonexistent at
NDSU. In class, at the cafeteria or anywhere on cam-
pus, the Bison hoopsters have earned celebrity status.
"When you're tall, you kind of stick out any-
way," says Morlock, who averaged 19.5 points and
7.8 rebounds per game last season, "but people don't
really treat you like a star. They just want to get to
know you better. They're just true sports fans."
Coming into a sold-out Bison Sports Arena is
murder on opponents. Since the 1989-90 season,
NDSU has an unbelievable record of 93-5 at home.
The Bison have led the nation in attendance
for a Division II school for four consecutive
years, averaging 3,814 fans during the
1994-95 campaign.
"The teams that aren't used to it have a
problem with the noise," says 5-9 sophomore
Rachael Otto. "It can be a huge advantage."
More small-town heroines can be found in
the small town of Eau Claire, Wis. The Blu-
golds (school colors are blue and gold) of the
U. of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, have led the
nation in Division III attendance for three
straight years. With the noisy fans packing the
stands for every game, the Blugolds have not
lost a regular season home game in four years.
pack the stands with interested fans. The the-
ory is that if the fans are familiar with the
players, they will come out to see them.
The U. of Montana seems to have mas-
tered this tactic. It helped the Lady Grizzlies
attain the 10th highest attendance in the
nation for the 1994-95 season - 5,235 per
game. On this year's 15-person squad, 12
are from the state of Montana.
"A lot of our fans followed us in high
school and keep supporting us at college,"
says sharp-shooting Lady Griz senior Carla
Beattie, who missed most of last season with
a tendon injury. "They like to talk to us Super hooper••
after the game, and little kids run up to us
and ask for autographs. It's great."
Another factor that helps boost the attendance at
places like Montana and Southwest Missouri State is
the absence of a local professional sports franchise.
Folks from Montana would have to travel to Seattle
or Vancouver to see pro sports, and those at South-
west Missouri State have to hike all the way to Chica-
go or Dallas to see some big-time hoops action.
"We're about the best thing going in Missoula,"
Beattie says. "I've always felt that we were very pop-
ular. The fans here just seem to love us."
"Schools are
looking at us and
saying, 'If a school
like Southwest Mis-
souri State can do it,
why can't we?'" Bur-
nett says.
Home
grown
Some schools
have used the philos-
ophy of recruiting
players from the local
community to help
BY SHAD POWERS
AsSISTANT EDITOR
MONTANA PHOTO BY ANNIE RUBENS
NORTH DAKOTA STATE PHOTOS BY ROBERT NELSON
HEN TALK TURNS TO COLLEGE
hoops, the names Allen Iver-
son, Marcus Camby and
Charles O'Bannon are always
bantered about, while the
names of high-scoring female All-
Americans like Kara Wolters and Vick-
ie Johnson only draw blank stares.
At most schools, no matter how successful the
women's basketball team is, the men's squad garnets
most of the headlines and fan appreciation.
Even winning a national championship doesn't
necessatily turn the tide. The women hoopsters of
the U. of Connecticut and U. of Notth Carolina can
attest to that - both have recently won national
titles and still don't outdtaw theit male counterparts.
Still, some women's teams have been able to
turn the tables and actually pack the gyms for every
contest. The popularity of women's basketball is
growing by leaps and bounds. In the 1982-83 sea-
son, 1,147,954 people attended Division I women's
hoops games. In the 1994-95 season, 3,602,511
people cheered for their favorite team. The growing
trend shows no sign of stopping any time soon. Of
the top 50 women's teams in average attendance for
the 1994-95 season, 70 percent had a higher aver-
age than the previous year. The women's teams at
Texas Tech U., Southwest Missouri State U., U. of
Colorado and U. of Washington all outdrew the
men's teams in 1994-95.
"At this particular time, the unique element is
not how the women's teams compare to the men's
but how well they stand on their own," Southwest
Missouri State head coach Cheryl Burnett says.
"That media and fans are paying more attention to
the women's game is a big step."
Burnett says administrative support is just as
crucial as media coverage in earning national
respect. The Bears averaged 7,186 fans per game for
the 1994-95 season, which ranked them fifth in the
country among women's teams.
Basket-
ball - it's
not just
for men
anymore
They are the champions.
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TAlE ME BACI TO THE BAll GAME
So, you think
we forgot...
Keith Smart's bUzzer-beater for U.
of Indiana in the 1987 NCAA men's
basketball final; the 1994 Kentucky
men's baskerball team's 31-point
comeback win over Louisiana State
U.; Charlie Ward's two-sport excel-
lence at Florida State U. from 1990 to
1994; Virginia's streak of four consec-
utive men's soccer titles from 1991 to
1994; Villanova U.'s thrilling win over
Georgetown U. in the 1985 NCAA
men's basketball final; U. ofArkansas'
dominance in men's track and cross
country; Louisiana State's dominance
in women's track; Kordell Stewart's
Hail Mary touchdown pass to Michael
Westbrook ending the 1994 U. of
Colorado at U. of Michigan football
game; Michael Jordan's game-winning
shot for North Carolina in the 1982
NCAA Tournament; Tyus Edney's
layup against U. of Missouri to keep
UCLA's bid for the 1995 NCAA
men's hoops title alive; and Stanford's
dominance ofwomen's tennis?
We didn't.
Lady Vols win - again
and again and again.
(.892 pct.) mark since its 1986-87
championship season. The Lady
Vols have won 30 or more games
five times during that same stretch.
Robert Manker holds the unofficialU.
Magazine record of1,432 days without
physical activity. That mark is not
expected to be broken.
10. Champ
of champs
Until 1994, overall excellence in
college athletic departments was sel-
dom recognized nationally. That all
changed with the introduction of the
Sears Director's Cup, the collegiate
all-sports trophy awarded to the
school with the best overall athletic
finishes in a single academic year. Not
only did Stanford win the 1995 tro-
phy, but the Cardinal athletic depart-
ment is also believed to have won the
most national team championships
since 1980 with 46 - 28 for men
and 18 for women. The 18 women's
championships is an all-time record.
6. Batman
Many people say it's the hardest
thing ro ,do in sports - to hit with a
wooden srick a ball moving ar speeds
up ro roo mph. Oklahoma State U.
baseball player Robin Ventura not
only did thar quite frequently during
the 1987 season but often reached
base safely in the process. Ventura
got hits in 68 of OSU's 72 games
that year, including an NCAA-
record 58-game hirting streak.
B. Devils of a time
Christian Laettner's overtime
buzzer-beater against U. of Kentucky
in the 1992 NCAA men's basketball
semifinals lifted Duke U. to its fifth
consecutive Final Four appearance
- second only to the record 10
UCLA earned from 1967 to 1976-
the strength of Lorenzo Charles' put-
back slam with twO seconds remain-
ing in the 'pack's thrilling 54-52
championship win over a heavily
favored U. ofHousron ream.
9. Volunteers
of America
Since the 1982 creation of an
NCAA Division I basketball cham-
pionship for women, Tennessee's
team has fared better than any
other. The Lady Vols won it all in
1987, 1989 and 1991, finished sec-
ond in 1984 and 1995 and third in
1982, 1986 and 1988. No team can
match Tennessee's overall record of
389-81 (.828 winning percentage)
during that span or its 273-33
7. A perfect 35
When the U. of Connecticut
women's hoops squad finished the
1994-95 season with a perfect 35-0
record, it marked the most wins in a
season by a college basketball team -
men's or women's - without a loss.
The Huskies' march to the national
title included wins over traditional
powers U. ofTennessee and Stanford.
It's considered by many to be the
most dominating season ever in the
history ofcollegiate team spons.
and ultimately to its second straight
national title. The 104-103 Blue
Devil win is considered by many to
be the greatest game in NCAA Tour-
nament history.
Hey, Duke' Raise your
hand if you're No. f.
4. More than corn
The U. of Iowa wrestling team
knows a little something about big
finishes. The Hawkeyes have won
11 of the 16 NCAA Division I
championships since 1980, includ-
ing a stretch of seven from 1980 to
1986. The team has won 22 straight
Big Ten Conference championships
(16 since 1980) and four additional
national titles prior to 1980. In the
19 seasons (including two prior to
1980) legendary coach Dan Gable
has headed the program, it has pro-
duced 137 All-Americans, 72
NCAA finalists and 37 national
champions - far outdistancing any
other team in all three categories.
5. Destiny's darlings
The march North Carolina State
U. made to the 1983 NCAA Divi-
sion I men's basketball title may be
rhe most improbable and heart-
warming stretch run ever. Under late
coach Jim Valvano, the Wolfpack
earned its NCAA tournament berth
with narrow wins over Wake Forest
U., North 'Carolina and U. of Vir-
ginia in the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence Tournament. Its slim margins of
victory continued into the NCAA
Tournament, with five of its six
games decided by seven points or less
and four of those by just one or two
points. NC State took the trophy on
Hawkeye wrestlers:
the half-nelson kings.
3. The miracle
in Miami
Remember the old confidence-
building srory about the little engine
that could? This isn't the first time
Doug Flutie's 1984 season as the
Boston College quarterback has been
compared to it. On Nov. 23, 1984,
the 5-foot-9 3/4-inch Flutie, short by
big-game quarterback standards,
turned in one of the biggest conclu-
sions ever to a college football game.
His 48-yard touchdown pass over
three defenders and into the waiting
hands ofGerald Thelan with no time
left gave BC a 47-45 upset-win over'
host U. of Miami. The pass capped
an 80-yard drive Flutie engineered in
the final 28 seconds without the ben-
efit of the two timeouts he had at his
disposal. The nationally televised
game was the most-watched game of
, the season, and it propelled Flutie to
the 1984 Heisman Trophy.
2. Tar
Heels
kick it
atUNC
A team
can domi-
nate in the
short term,
such as in
the final sec-
onds of an
event, or it
can domi-
nate over the
long run,
such as for a
period of years. U. of North Caroli-
na's women's soccer team has domi-
nated a lor of moments over a lot of
years. The Tar Heels have won 11 of
the 13 NCAA women's soccer ritles
since the firsr was awarded in 1983,
including nine straight from 1986 to
1994. They have an overall record of
231-2-8 since the 1986 season and a
42-2 mark in NCAA tournament
play. In that stretch, the Tar Heels
have logged win streaks ofan NCAA-
record 103 marches, 101 matches, 92
matches and 35 matches. They have
an all-time record of 348-10-10 in
their 17 years of existence and are
153-2-2 at Chapel Hill. Talk about
a home-field advanrage.
UNC booters get a leg
up on the competition.
BY ROBERT MANKER
ASSISTANT EDITOR
ILLUSTRATION BY SHIN KAo, U. OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
u. Magazinefls top 10
college sports highlights..•
and a few more, too
1. The play
The conclusion to the Nov. 20,
1982, U. of California, Berkeley vs.
Stanford U. game remains the most
famous play in the history of college
football. Cal's amazing five-lateral
kickoff return for a touchdown sealed
the Bears' 25-20 win over Stanford
and earned it a place on highlight
reels for generations to come.
Stanford went ahead 20-19 on a
field goal with a now infamous four
seconds left, bur it wasn't in the
cards for the Cardinal. With only
10 men on the field, Cal's Kevin
Moen fielded the Sranford on-side
kick and lateraled to special teams
captain Richard Rodgers. Rodgers
had called rhe play by ordering his
teammates to pass the ball off every
time a tackle appeared imminent.
Rodgers then lateraled to
Dwight Garner, who lateraled back
to Rodgers, who lateraled to Marlet
Ford, who lateraled to Kevin Moen.
Moen finally scored the touchdown,
setting up the legendary crash scene
between him and Stanford trom-
bone player Gary Tyrell, a member
of the Cardinal marching band who
had stormed the field before the
conclusion of the play. How does
the old saying go... it's not over till
the trombone player is flattened?
T IS THE ESSENCE OF SPORT TO ACHIEVE, TO WITNESS and
to recall the spectacular, the improbable, the unbeliev-
able. But the world of college sports has provided far too
many extraordinary achievements and moments of shin-
ing excellence to mention them all. So we've chosen what
we think are the 10 greatest accomplishments from an era
you should easily recall- since 1980. Do you remember...
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We bend over bacle-
""arels for you.
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Campus Shots
Northern Arizona U. freshman
Gene Hacker plays a spirited
game of football. The part of
the football Is played by
four-year-old Shane Atene.
Heyl No more punts.
All this and brains* too*
but can he coole?
Page 12
COVER PHOTO OF OLYMPIC HOPEFUL TOM DOLAN, JUNIOR, U. OF MICHIGAN,
BY DAVID BLACK
GUEST EXPERT / Dick Vitale
He knows college. He knows hoops. He knows America loves him, bay-
bee. He's our Prime Time Guest Expert - our PTGEer. And we ask him
questions, and he answers'em, and he knows it all, bay-bee. He knows it
all. So read on, bay-bee. Read on for the collegiate wisdom of our guest
expert, our diaper dandy, ESPN's very own Dickie V., bay-beeeeee.
COVER STORY
1& Lords of the Rings
Every four years, college athletes have more on their summer break plans than just sippin'
iced tea and playing on a Slip 'n' Slide. Some are focused on the Olympics.
The athletes and the city ofAtlanta are gearing up for the big event.
22 Contests
Wanna win big money? Turn to our world-famous contests page now!
WRAP / It~s a Jungle Out There
23 U. Magazine's Wild Campus
Some pretty interesting specimens can lurk in the tropical, moss-strewn thickets of
college campuses. Plus Double Take and the Strip Tease.
18 Hoop! There It Is
The high-flyin', fast breakin', behind-the-back passin' style of women's basketball is turning
heads. At some schools the stands are packed to watch the women strut their stuff.
Mrs. Naismith would be proud.
19 Take Me Back To the Ball Game
I have in my right hand tonight's Top 10 list. From the home office in Los Angeles,
the Top 10 moments in college sports history since 1980. Number 10 ...
R+R / Rock ~n~ Reel
20 Rock
East Coast Rap vs. West Coast Rap - plus Rapid Fires, Pocket Band and our U. Radio Chart.
21 Reel
New ones from Christian Slater and Sandra Bullock - plus Screen Saver and
a set visit you won't want to miss.
FEATURES / It~s on the Line~ Spin Again
U. LIFE / Left Foot Slue
14 Urge/ Let's Do It
Valentine's Day is near, so here's a tasteful list of sexual euphemisms. Use them the next time
you're talking about... well... umm, the next time you and your loved one are going to...
ya know... urn ... never mind.
14 Trippin'/Breaking Away
This spring break don't go to South Padre; don't go to Florida; don't go chasin' waterfalls;
go online to learn about rare and exotic destinations. Places so odd, the only road
that dares go there is the information superhighway.
15 Puise/Seeegars: Plugging Away
Riddle: What has a butt and is filled with tobacco? No, not George Burns. A cigar-
and cigars are one of the hottest things to hit campuses since cigarettes. There's smokin'
in the boy's room, the class room, the dorm room, everywhere.
15 Class/Law and 0 .....
Did the classic struggle between Marcia Clark and}ohnnie Cochran pique the interest of law
students everywhere, or did one look at Kato Kaelin turn Shapiro wannabes away from
the profession? The effect of the O.}. trial on law students.
U. NEWS / Right Hand Red
12 The Buzz, Byte Me, U. Lose, 15 Minutes and some tasty Studmuffins.
& U. Capture the Hike Spirit Contest Winners!
You may be the grand prize winner of $1,0001 And even ifyou aren't a winner,
you should still check out these awesome photos.
QUICKIES / Our Concession to Your Attention Span
8 Lively campus anecdotes with flavor crystals.
U. VIEWS / The Campus Dialogue
10 U. Mail, editorial cartoon and aliens.
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The Reel
Deal
Nightjohn
OK, I'm in college. I
know how to read. I know
it's important. Why would a
movie like Nightjohn, which
tells of a mythical slave
.who escapes but returns to
teach other slaves to read
and write, appeal to me?
From the set in Sumter,
S.C., Carl Lumbly (TV's
MANTIS, Cagney and
Lacey), who plays
Nightjohn, explains that it
wasn't until college that
he really learned about
slavery.
And talking to high
school students to prepare
for the role convinced him
that reading isn't necessar-
ily understanding.
"We [as blacks] are
programmed to believe that
our constitution has more
to do with our brawn than
our brains. But if you learn
about the institution of
slavery in our country, you
realize that just to survive
the Middle Passage
required people with
strength, intelligence and
passion.
"In an age where infor-
mation is so easily accessi-
ble, we need to be able to
read and write to access
this information and to then
spread our pride."
With understanding,
Lumbly says, comes move-
ments like the Million Man
March.
"We're being called to
be accountable for our-
selves. It's the best way to
be in touch with ourselves
and to pass that pride on."
Beau Bridges also stars
in Nightjohn, which is
scheduled to air on the
Disney channel in June.
Previews! Reviews! Movie Trailers!
http://www.umagazine.com
20th Century Fox
There's nothing like
a simian to perk up a
comedy. You've got it
- Dunston's an orang-
utan who wreaks havoc on the life of hotel manager
Robert Grant Oason Alexander, TV's Seinftld}. Paul
"Pee Wee" Reubens plays the animal control officer.
Just don't get a banana peel near that set!
Columbia
A 6-year-old is killed
in a shootour. The
SuperFriends gather
to ... oops, wrong Hall.
Al Pacino plays a popu-
lar New York mayor. John Cusack is his devoted
depury mayor. Bridget Fonda is the lawyer who will
turn the ciry (and probably Cusack) upside down to
solve the case.
Dunston
Checks In
Eye for
an Eye
Paramount
The ,.Juror
City Hall
Castle Rock
Her daughter is
murdered. The killer
gets off. She's out to
settle the score. Who
else could play the gutsy mom but the woman
who, between movies and TV, has had every
possible tragedy befall her babies? Here, Sally
Field faces a much worse foe than Robin
Williams in a dress.
Sarandon plays a nun who becomes his pen pal. He
turns out to be a likable sort, and they fall and love
and live happily ever- well, not quite. He's pretry
much a crumb, but she does take piry on him and
fights to save him from execution.
Before While You
Were Sleeping, Bill Pull-
man was always a Mr.
Wrong. With Sandra
Bullock's help, he
became a Mr. Right. So now he's ready to be a
seeming Mr. Right who's actually Mr. Wrong. All
right? All right. Ellen DeGeneres (TV's Ellen)
plays Ms. Right.
Rumble in
the Bronx
Hong Kong? Phoo-
ey! Jackie Chan plays a
Hong Kong cop who
didn't think he'd have
to do any cop stuff while he was in the States for
a wedding. But his family's smack dab in the
middle of the South Bronx. Heck, you need to
be a martial arts expert just to get through to
the cake.
NewLine
This movie stars
Matt Dillon, Timothy
Hutton, Michael Rapa-
port, Rosie O'Don-
nell. ... Wait, the title says - oh, and Lauren
Holly, Mira Sorvino, Annabeth Gish and ... dtum
roll please ... Vma Thurman. Vh huh. And Natal-
ie Portman (The Proftssional) is the beautiful-girl-
in-training.
Miramax
Mr. Wrong
Touchstone Pictures
Dead Man Walking
Gramercy
Sean Penn plays a death row inmate. Susan
Beautiful
Girls
natorial candidate. Spade is supposed to keep him
o'ut of trouble.
Mr. Holland's
Opus
Hollywood Pictures
Richard Dreyfuss
stars in a moving
drama about the career
that got away. He's a
musician who takes a temporary job as a teacher.
When temporary stretches to 30 years, it'll take at
least a music-filled sequence with slow dissolves to
make him realize that those who can, sometimes
do - teach.
NewLine
When a man
you've never met
suddenly gives you
flowers, that's ...
brilliance (chicks
love that stuff). Or
stupidity (that's
expensive). But
odds are on the for-
mer, if Christian
Slater's doing the
sending. Mary
Stuart Masterson
(Benny and loon) is
the sendee, a
workaholic who
needs a pick-me-up.
BY BONNIE DATT
Broken
ArrOlN
20th Century Fox
John Woo, who has
directed some of the
most kick-ass action
sequences out there,
takes to the air. John Travolta and Christian Slater
play Stealth bomber pilots pitted against each other
in a race to recover a stolen nuclear weapon. (Eng-
lish, Cantonese subtitles.) Oust kidding.)
HIS WINTER, THEATERS WILL BE
chock full of screwball comedies
that will tickle your funny bone,
winsome romances that will
touch your heart and hair-rais-
ing adventures that will fondle - hey!
Keep the hands on the popcorn,
buster. That's not what they mean by
feel-good movie of the year.
Bed of
Roses
Paramount
Black Sheep
In Tommy Boy, Chris Farley played a screw-up
trying to get into the family business. David
Spade was supposed to keep him out of trouble.
[n this, Farley is the screw-up brother of a guber-
150 - takes off.
Buzz's brother Turk
(Christopher Penn, Reservoir
Dogs) shows up, takes their
money, kidnaps Betty and
kills a few people - not
necessarily in that order.
The local wannabe-TV-
tabloid-reporter sets off with
Buzz on a Twin Pe1Iks-ish
quest to save Betty, but only
after the Publisher's Clear-
inghouse consolation crew
visits, which is way after a
weirdo neighbor straddles a
giant pumpkin but before
some L.A. gang members get
lost in Mexico looking for
lasVe-
Maybe you have to see it
to believe it.
Under the Hula Moon
Any movie that goes straight to video must
be a stinker, right?
Or just hard to market. LIke one that fea-
tures, say, aman with a Hawaii 5-0 lIbsession,
a woman who hangs upside down to facilitate
pregnancY,a psycho escaped con, an interven-
ing Hawaiian god .and the guy who played
Lurch on TV's The Addams Family.
And it's a love story. Well, a comic love
story. With a lot of violence. Think True
Romance.
The story is about Buzz and Betty Wall
(Stephen Baldwin, The Usual Suspects, and
Emily Lloyd, ARiver Runs Through If), who
live in a trailer in the desert but dream ofa
better life in Hawaii once Buzz's invention -
a camOUflage sunscreen With an.SPF of over
Sc..een /S8"e..
Warner Bros.
Two if by
Sea
Comedian Denis
Leary plays a petry thief
who has to blend in
with rich folks to pull
off his latest job. Sandra Bullock (The Net) plays
the girlfriend who starts to prefer blue blood over
blue collar. Expect extreme cuteness and several
riffs on the joys of smoking. (The cute one would
be Bullock.)
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CONTESTS
4TH ANNUAL
U. PHOTO
CONTEST
FOUR $1,000
GRAND PRIZES
Here's your chance to win big money! U. is
offering four $1,000 cash grand prizes for the
best photo entries submitted in four categories:
Campus Life/Traditions, All Around Sports
(mud to varsity), Road Trippin' and Funniest
:::';, ....."':.::. '-r.·;,:;tj,::..~:1$;~:"".. , .. ' ~ ~ "
-7 ' 'Il!. t . ..;:.~:.t~$~";;;",
David Lafont. Louisiana State U.
"LSU cheerleaders having fun on the beach."
Eric Garrett and Nlmyetta Hampton.
Grambling State U.
"Beauty and the Beast."
ClASSIFIEDS
EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries, Parks,
Resorts! Earn to $3,000-$6,000+/month!
Transportation! Room /Board! FREE VIDEO
with program! SEI (919) 932-1489, extension
AI000.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+ permonth working for Cruise Ships or Land-
Tour Companies. World Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Seasonal and Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For more info call:
(206)634-0468 ext.C98524
Legacy Records - Record Label Rep's Needed
to evaluate Underground Music
in your city. Call us @ 419-243-2048
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Teach
conversational English in Asia! Earn $25-
$45/hr. No teaching background or Asian lan-
guages required. Call: (206)632-1146 ext.
J98521
RECORD LABEL SEEKS INTERN
Gain Experience in the music business -
promote up and coming Rock and Hip-HOp
bands in your market. For more info call:
212.566.3160
Sights. PLUS, for each entty published in U.
during the year, we'll pay $25. Last year's con-
test had more than 100 winners - and
$10,000 in cash prizes.
Photos can be ofanyone or anything on or off
campus, from normal (whatever that is) to outra-
geous. For best results, keep the faces in fOcus and
the background as light as possible.
Winners of the month will be published in
U. and on our Web site. The four $1,000
Grand Prize winning entries will be featured in
u.'s May 1996.
Send entries on color print or slide film,
labeled (gently) on the back with your name,
school, address, phone number (school and
permanent) and a brief description of the
event (who, when, where, doing what).
(Funny captions get extra points.) Entries can-
not be returned and become the property of
U. Magazine. Deadline for entries is
March 15, 1996.
Mail your entries to
U. MAGAZINE PHOTO CONTEST
1800 Century Park East, Suite 820
Los Angeles, CA 90067-1511
Isaac Gerstensang.
U. of Colorado. Boulder
"seize the day, catch a God: Valley of the Gods, Utah."
EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME! Assemble craft
products in your spare time. Program guaran-
teed! Call: 1-800-377-6000, ext. 9290
FINANCIAL AID
FREE FINANCIAL AID
ATTENTION ALL COLlEGBfllmmI
Over $6 Billion in FREt: )-maRclal Ala IS now
available from private seelor grants &
scholarships! All students are eligible regardless
of grades. income. or parent's income. For more
infonnation. call Student Financial Services™;
, ..~
MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNITIES
FREE INFORMATION. Earn big $$$ stuffing
envelopes at home. No experience. Free'sup-
plies. No obligation. Rush S.A.S.E. to March
Enterprises, Dept. 102, PO Box 3994, Beverly
Hills, CA 90212-3994
GUYS MAKE $750 + / MO SPERM BANKS
ACROSS USA WANT YOU FULL DETAILS:
SEND $20.00; VANPARIS ENTERPRISES PO
BOX 13943, S. BARBARA, CA 93107
NANNY SERVICES
BOSTON NANNIES. Experience scenic, historic
New England. Excellent salary, benefits, friend-
ship support. Year commitment. 1-800-456-2669
TRAVEL
S1tJDY ABROAD in Southern France. Summer,
Semester, Year Programs. Contact FAE 111 Roberts
Court, Alexandria, VA 22314, 703-549-5087
STUDY ABROAD BELIZE, AUSTRALIA, NEW
ZEALAND, SCOTLAND, S.AFRICA American
Universities International Program. Colorado
State U., Aylesworth N, Ft. Collins, Colorado
80523,970-491-5511
I
Camp Greylock for Boys and
Camp Romaca for Girls
in the Berluhire Mountains of Massachusetts seck men
and women who like 10 work with children ages 6-16.
Undcrgrads. grads, coaches (families welcome). Open-
ings in archery, baseball, basketball, football, in-line
roller hockey, volleyball, golf, lacrosse, sailing, Water-
front Director, swimming (LGILGI/WSI), tennis, water-
skiing, windsurfing, pianists(accompanists), RN's, pho-
tographer. Non-smokers only. Call Greylock:
1-800-842-5214, Call Romaca: 1-8()()'779-2070 or write
Greylock/Romaca, 200 West 57th St., #307, New Yorl<,
NY 10019.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $8,000+ in two
months. Free transportation! Room and
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experi-
ence necessary. Call (206) 545-4155 ext.
A98524
Pennsylvania camp group leaders, coun-
selors; sports, waterfront, all activities. 1-800-
507-CAMP, (516)868-4357, 14 Squirrel Drive,
E. Rockaway, NY 11518
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED.
Boston Area. Top living conditions, fun and
good pay. Call toll-free 1-800-836-6473
100+ ENTHUSIASTIC COUNSELORS. Out-
standing New England brother-sister camps. 2
hrs. N.Y.C. Sports, Aquatics, Hobby Activities. ,
2 Spencer Place, Scarsdale, NY 10583 (914)
725-4333
Peer Counselors needed at SuperCamp, an
exciting academic and personal growth sum-
mer program for teens in CA, FL, MA, IL, CO.
Salary, room/board. Provide own transporta-
tion. Call 1-800-527-5321.
Top-quality cooed camp. New Hampshire's
picturesque White Mountains. Need experi-
enced counselors, waterfront, sports, outdoor
specialists. Staff from U.S. and abroad. (800)
657-8282
COUNSELORS for Jewish cultural resident
camps in MA and NH. June 19 - August 18.
Great summer opportunity. Contact: Cohen
Foundation Camps, 30 Main Street, Ashland,
MA 01721800-375-8444
TAMARACK CAMPS - Jewish community
camp looking for General Counselors, Special-
ists, Waterfront staff, and Wilderness Trip
Leaders. Located in Michigan. Call Andrea at
(810)661-0600
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Outstanding youth
camps in Maine. Instructors need in Tennis,
Swim, Watersports, Arts, Landsports, Secretari-
al, Theater, Rocks, Ropes Riding. Call TRIPP
LAKE CAMP for Girls: 1-800-997-4347 or
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys: 800-409-CAMP
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Hundreds of fascinating exhibits!
The Graduating Senior
Paniclcus trantlcm
The graduating senior is most active (and most
entenaining!) in the springtime, when it spends its
waking hours scrambling desperately for a job.
These periods of frantic endeavor often alternate
with hibernation-like episodes of immobilizing
despair. In the spring, you can also see the gtaduat-
ing senior shed its old skin of jeans and T -shirrs and
grow its impressive new pelt of power ties, interview
suits, blazers and skirts. After ceremonies, the grad-
uating senior migrates from the campus in huge
droves, flush with the heady thrill of opportunity.
Within days, it will have returned to its original
family unit and set up a bedroom in the basement.
The Ph.D. candidate
AcadamBS embryous
Burrowed deep in the forgotten stacks of the
research library, the rare and pallid Ph.D. candidate
hardly ever sees the light of day. It usually exists in a
bizarre state of symbiosis with its mate (a "girl-
friend," "boyfriend" or sometimes "fiance"). In this
system, the mate brings in all the food and money,
while the Ph.D. candidate "works on its degree."
This system can continue for decades. In extremely
rare cases, the candidate will actually complete its
Ph.D., mutating into the larval form of a professor.
I.COMPLETE
PSYCHOSIS
1.\-JHOCARES?
University President
Honcholoua hBSd
At the top of the food chain, the university pres-
ident is a perfect model of Darwinian survival. The
president's world is one of ferocious predators
(trustees), hostile environments (diversity forums)
and dubious allies (athletic directors). Still, the pres-
ident thrives due to a singularly potent skill. - the
ability to squeeze obscene amounts of money from
rich alumni. Its hunting technique is simple but
effective: The president lures alumni to commemo-
rative events with open bars. After the alumni drink
themselves into blithering sentimentality over their
lost youth ("I used to throw up right here, man!"),
the president pounces - socializing mercilessly and
fund-raising with savage abandon.
,';
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Tenured
Professor
AcadamBS decrepldll
The wrinkled skin and poly-
saccharide exoskeleton of the
tenured professor gives it a fierce
and forbidding appearance. It
typically travels alone, al-
though it is occasionally
spotted in small
groups, grum-
b lin g
abo u t
departmental
funding.
The tenured
professor is
renowned for its
tenacious will to
survive - neither
incompetence nor
accusations of
harassment can dis-
lodge this willful
creature from its
rightful home: the
university classroom.
Class Registration Official
Waltlus Interm/nus
This slow-moving land mammal thrives in all
departments year-round but is most active in the
beginning of the semester. Known informally as
"Mrs. Phillips," "Dotty" or "Dammit, woman, I
need this clasl:" the class registration official stabilizes
the university ecosystem by processing papers, forms
and even thoughts with glacier-like velocity.
Grad School Lothario - the timid freshman finds
refuge at local watering holes with liberal admis-
sions policies. A steady level of bloodstream intoxi-
cants eases the stress of being hunted, ridiculed and
hit upon. After a year or so, this species undergoes
an abrupt metamorphosis into the Fat-Headed
Sophomore.
~a~'>
~~d
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First-Year Freshman
Drunklus continuum
Distinguished by its weaving, loping gait, the
first-year freshman is the bottom-feeder of the uni-
versity campus. As prey to every other species -
the Hazing Fraternity Brother, the Acerbic TA, the
HE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS, A LUSH
and densely populated ecosys-
tem, is home to hundreds of
species of collegiate life. Explore
the wild and wonderful campus
yourself, and see if you can Spot some
of these remarkable creatures!
!-ill ~a-& :q-g :0-£ :!-9 :p-g ~J-? ~lf-& :e-Z ~6-l :SJ9MSUV
BY GLENN
MCDONALD
ILLUSTRATION BY
BRIGG BLOOMQUIST,
U. OF KANSAS
Thinking up the name for
your college bar band is half
the fun of being in a band in the
first place. And as they say,
inspiration flows from mysteri-
ous rivers. (They actually don't
say that, as far as we know.
But it sounds cool enough.) See
if you can match the bands
below with the inspiration for
the name. Answers are else-
where on this page.
1) The Yardbirds
2) Hiisker Dii
3) Alice Cooper
4) Steely Dan
5) Jethro Tull
6) Anthrax
7) Frankie Goes to Hollywood
8) Buffalo Springfield
9) Lynyrd Skynyrd
10) The Mothers of Invention
a) Aboard game
b) The brand name of a steam-
roller
c) AFrank Sinatra film adver-
tisement
d) An 18th century inventor
e) Their high school gym
teacher
f) Adildo
g) Charlie Parker's nickname
h) A17th century witch
i) Abovine bacteria
j) Necessity
Double
Take
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by Juan PabioCorrea '", ~ ','
"Experience a ne", cu~re" i\ the~ .
name of the Student Life Office for In- ~~
ternatignal Students Services newest
program. Engagingthe NSU commu-
nityin activities that profoundly im-
"pactthe cultural awareness ofstudents
is the,w,h,ole' ehind this effort. ~
The. . jectof theEx~
.perier& re ,program ~
that '" xico's re- , ~
,etnere, ~
participa i1b'be 0 a Iiv- '. \1
ing~ and" '~at" :tntrod,; to ~
Mexico~e*ic,r-ns{and its c , r~:~
WHile t~e;p~p~i tlW h
ve,',n,t"u.r,e\'!",ilf:p,"ave~~t,d,eal( '" ' '~~Jf\e:&,0~a,' ~"ar\, f~.no~&rth~t 'wHt\ruly corr,e n ~_p~",an, 'comPlto,&AiGftheircu~ural
literac . .);~..Jt~!
, \...J", ,I
hi en\i . I t pia 0' the
firstw A ri r gSpri,ngbreak.
The cost is oriented towards a student
bU,dget,and theifnal outc,ome will be (\
far beyond anybody's expectations. ~ ~
Should the reader be interested in ~
knowing more about the Student Life ~
, departm~nt for International Students ~
Services, all you have to do is call.its ~
direct line at (954)236-4177. You are ~
also welcome'to visit us at the
Rosenthal Student center,.,room 206. ~
The mission of tbis entity is to ~
be a focal point of assistance for the ~
international community of Nova "~
Southeastern University; while pro-
motingctiltural diversity and ethnic
understanding on campus,
Contact Juan Pablo COrrea. email :
correaj@polari\.nova.<!du ~
Departmental ~
Update ~
by Karina LeDezma & Student Ufe ~
What: Classic Car Show b
When: Saturday, March 9 From 10
AMto4 PM ' ~-
Where: Nova Southeastern Univer- ~~
sity, 3301 College Avenue, Davi~,
FL 33314
Cost: $5 Per Person
Contact: Pat Purtill, NSU Develop-
ment Office (954)476-1995
Exp~rience ~
a New _ {
Culture' ~ ,
I"" \1,,'1
,:;'. ! I.,. '." ., \1.\.: ' .. ,- \ \. ,,.,, ':"
.."" '\ ::.' ., , : '. . ',' ", ." ,;t,,:,.,: I· ::"I'!'~ I '::..: ,::--:.(:h t \0'::;' ~.
~
AT&T
Your True ChoiCe
, The Knjght Newspaper
-
Dexter'S not his usual self.
You -suspect the salsa.
0'\\":\':"': I"'!l~ .1:"':.,',,\ , I."
"':.. !'Il\::· i>;[:::I'..:.I".,I: ...:l;,::',' t:l,':.l\.,:',.,"·
1.i1~'cll1 he (" llllpJiclled, ',\I~TTrlJcReach ',1\ ill,~'" i" ...illlpk', S"n.'.!':;" ",n~'\('ry kind til' ,';111 , .n
y' lllf ,\,!;s:Tpll<H1" hill-dil'l'd&tl, \',IIIiIl~ ',lrIl.dirq'!' lry ;I",,,istan,'c,iodl If 11!:i.'(·lIl1l;IJ:,Lt\ ;ll1d 1l11,d"Ill-
\\/lL'll \ till "pclld ill"'t S.!':; JIllQnt!li'\oolll,'q1L!n gi\\.'s y(lllall rill'''\'' dilk'r('nt \\;IY" (o"J\\.';' '
.Il1st ,';111 1800 TRl"E ~ATTl<."ign"'till '-;In.' (Ill I.'\\:.'ry calL 1bill :" ); ,/II' n:/I(' r:'/!"h'(', "
So ~~u call Dr. NusblaJ{t your falll~IJ' vet bac'k honle.
The call is cheap.
(Too bad about the C () 1'1 Su It (II if) 11 fee~J,
29 January 1996
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A .Necessary Departure
~ by Gus Bravo to be matched ever again; a perfect leave the sport while on top. ,sports franchise where fans, force
~ season en route to their second Su- Sadly, too many of our heroes spend hundreds at most spor
~ . As much as I appreciated Don per Bowl title in as many years. How- haveJeft their profession under cir- events, demand an entertaining (nShula and everything he accom.plished ever, pro football, like all professional cumstances less than fitting. for their winning) product for their mone)for the Dolphins and the entire South sports, is first and foremosta business. past greatness (please see.Muhammad Thus, Dolfans, spoiled by Sc
Florida community, his resignation An NFL head coach, as the oft- Ali pr Tom Landry just to name two). Florida's year-round activities, t
could not have come at a better time. quoted c1ich states, is "only as good In a couple of years, if not sooner, not been all that happy with Shula
~ .Even the imme~sely pro~dSh~la as his last g.ame."~ot that this. needs y~t anot~er Dolphin legend ~ill cul- his underachieving Dolphins.
~ could see what thIs year's dlsappolnt- to be explained to ShlJla. The fmpos- mlnate hIs career. Dan Manno, un- make matters worse, owner We
~ ing team truly lacked: discipline. ing legend earned a reputation as a no doubtedly the greatestpure passer (see Huzienga's $20. million shoPI
~.. How else could one justify lead- nonsense type of coach quick to cut Montana for greatest quarterback) is spree of fre¢-agent players durin~
M.inga team comprised. of 19 (.that's right, any player for even the slig. htest sign reachin.g the final stages of his iII.ustri- off-.se.ason had many fan.smaking
VlJ 19) former first-round draft picks to an of misconduct or sub pcii' performance. ous career..Of course,iftrue Dolfans per Bowl reservations. Soon aftel
.overall 9-8 record. Sadly, there were Show me a list of admiring former had their way, Danny Boy would go humiliating first round playoff dE
too many instances this season when Dolphins and I'll display one twice out with a Super Bowl ring. All the at Buffalo, many disgruntled sec
~ chiseled-chinned Don, famous for his as long of disgruntled players who while two of Marino's favorite mam- ticket holders threatened to call intimidating jaw, softened his stance eventually became part of Shula's in- moths Richmond Webb and Keith their contract if the Fins could not
~ when dealing with his undisciplined famous revolving door. Nevertheless, Simms carry the MVP quarterback ·duce awinner. Huizenga had to c
~ squad. For example, Bryan Cox's la- most, if not all of Shula's former play- away from the field on their shoul- sider how these negative respol~A mentable outburst (when he spat in the ers do not hold any grudges or iII- ders. Unfort\mately, as demonstrated would affect the renewals of sky
VI J direction of opposing fans after being feelings towards their coach. Regard- by this year's underachieving squad, leases when they expire in 1997,
. ejected from the field)during the sec'" less of the player's stature, Hall of things do not always turn outthe way Don Shula, with all of the ta
ond Buffalo game would have never Fame Don treated every person with we envision them. Twenty-seven NFL he inherited this past off season, cc
~. been accepted by a young.er Shula.. class and dignity in every on/off the teams fall short of t.heirexp.ectations not produce a Winner. on the field
~ Moreover, dissension between field transaction. The former players (winning the Super Bowl) every year. most importantly, in the box oft
~ .players, who often complained about understood the nature of the business. Normally, a championship team Therefore, as we enter the Jin
~ their playing time, or lack there of, Each individual who enters the pro- is granted a few minutes of celebra- Johnson era, there are new goals
~II reduced th.emselves to Childis.htev- fessional arena is prepared to ex.peri- tion before expectations about next expectations to be me.t. Dan Ma
VI J els this year. On one occasion, Gene ence the game's cruelty at one point season begin to arise. This might seem wants a championshipto crQwn
Atkins, the team's starting strong or another in their careers. Very few ludicrous and highly unfair to pro career. Dolphin fans want a Sl
safety, stood up during a team meet- athletes, coaches, and administrators teams. Nonetheless that's life for a see DOLPHINS on facing page
ing and threatened to sit out if team-
~ mate Michael Stewart was replaced
&. in favor of louis Oliver. Ironically,
~ Mean Gene should have explained~~ the terms of this "loyal friend" pactwith his teammate. Stewart conve-. niently looked the other way when
Oliver took Atkins' spot a couple of
weeks later.
~ Shula's Fish fought with more
&. vigor among tbemselves than against
~ any of their seventeen opponents
~ lined up across the hash marks thisseason. Why? Speculation about theDolphin's lack of intensity and iII-pre-
paredness clogged most media air-
waves and newspaper columns
~ throughout the season. Whenever the
&. finger pointing landed on Shu la's
~ shoulders, most, including the play-
~ ers themselves, stressed it was theplayers who were missing tackles andassignments, not the coach.
In fact, many traditionalists ar-
gued against blaming an individual
.~ who single handily placea South
~ Florida on the sports map. Indeed,
~ Coach Shula will go down as the
~ single most successful coach to pace~~ an Nfl sideline. Moreover, his 1972
VI J Dolp~ins accomplished a feat unlikely
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~
~
~
~
)~
~
~
~
band wagon fans in this area. Wel-
come t~ South Florida new Dolphins
head coach Jimmy Johnson. But
please, win and win soon. Just ask ~
Don Shula about the loyalty that ex- 'tv
ists in this business if you cannot ac-
complish either of th~se feats.. & ~
~
~
~
to those standards year in and year
out if he ever hopes to win over South
Florida like Shul? did.
Even then eventually will come
the day when another hot shot young
coach promises to win more convinc-
ingly, thus claiming the hearts of most
.... :::a
OF
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY STUDENT SPECIAL
4:
br, ,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,".""""",.
Tim Connelly and Andy Cole won an
A Phi 0 History Book for their unique
rendition of the "William Tell Overture"
...... :~. MQ~lt!.~~~!J.~~~.J:I!f.~.~Q~~a.d:Yl •••
: -THURSDAY NIGHT- : : -SUPER SUNDAY- :
: STUDENT & FACULTY NIGHT: : LAST SUNDAY OF EVERY:
: Bring your own workout : : MONTH :
: music and we will play it. : : 25% OFF :
• • • 0 •
: - All drinks $2.75 :: Select Pro-shop items :
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
*Top Certified Aerobic Instructors-Over :JS Classes Per Week Inc:
Step * Low Impact * Slide * Abdominal
* Special Hip-Hop class * Boxing Aerobics
*Largest Workout noor in norida-ZO,OOO Sq. Ft.
* Free Weights * Hammer Strength * Cybex * Icarian
* Fully Equipped Cardiovascular Area, inc.:
* Treadmills * Stairclimbers * Ufecycles
* Certified personal trainers to assist you at aU times * Childcare
7774 N.W. 44TaSTBBBT*SUNBI.B, FL 33351 (LiNCOI.N PlAZA)
ltorTauB., 5 A••• • II P ••• FBI., 5 A•••• 10 P ••• SAT.· SUN. 7 A••• 8p•••
741-5511
*This offer only available
with NSU 10
·L1VE BETTER .
·FEEL BETTER .
·LOOK BETTER .
THE GOLD'S WAY
Full line of Discounts Nutritional
Aids and Workout Wear
from page 8
Bowl just so they can out brag those
snobby Dallas and San Francisco fans.
Wayne Huzienga relishes the day
when he can market the "World
Champion" Dolphins and sell us that
"Road to the Super Bowl" video for
If you think that the members of
Alpha Phi Omega only do community
service, then you're right! The only
thing is, it comes in different forms.
Over Christmas break, while most
of you were all snuggled up in some
nice warm place, seven members of
the NSU Petitioning Group (PG) were
out in the cold serving warm food and
drinks (I need a hot chocolate, Brad!)
to other equally cold people.
The McKinley Financial Invita-
tional, a high school soccer tourna-
ment helq yearly at Nova, provided
the perfect fundraising opportunity for
the petitioners. After shopping around
for supplies, the group stocked and
Alpha Phi Omega is on the Ball! ~
by Christina Gay manned two concession stands. The at chapter roll call. Later, there was from "Petitioning Group Problems" to ~
tournament, which lasted from De- time to get to know new people and "How Committees Work". There was (}.
~:~~0- ~:'~~~~:f~~~~~~~~~::~: ~~~,~~;!!Ii'~ a PG was presented with a final award; 'tv
unic~:'trW~~~ ~:et~~~~a~~;s:i~~a:ee ~o~;~~~~ (A
ie bers traveling the most miles, approxi- '{J
d mately 4900. Later that night there ~
ga was an optional banquet at the hotel, ~
y costumed as Creek then the NSU ladies got dressed up ~
CtJrt'itmas to get down at the Mardi Gras party.
d The last morning was for good-
byes, some tearful, most with a prom-
ised phone call or e-mail. Back home
the "Friends" theme. at 1:00 a.m. on the 31 st, we cher-
Workshops occupied most of the ished our memories and smiled.
day on the 29th with topics ranging What a way to end the year! ~
Needed a New Coach t
~(}.
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INick Moore Presents... "I" -Dinner Topics" I
"Ollll RAC€ HAS sURVIveD 3000 YEAts ON I-p&:iJAI""U/N
~ll 'THOSe P.'~C.IPLE.s. Bvr lo/EACtA/o\lft.6l>&E 1H/tTTH/S,
sw SeT'S oN e.vt:.N lIS.. 'THE ~AeE THAT If /lft)$T HA'-,
THeRes:ol£:.. "1Il.L \olE llll* AGt'\lNST TfjE- om./&- of THe
J.I~"'? MOST C.6~TAIAJI.Y! •• t > {-f
t I
SHIP HA$ ALIoIAU WE~ SASE' ON IINQlIe$rlO~E.t>
AUTHORITY. ",m~oll'" I'r. ru./(t ISo ANA~l'fY. AlL VALkYU
AQ.t TI\tGHT THIS l\So SOON AS THE-Y C~N IJAt.K. THose
"'HO lEAA/II Y~T OEFy IT AItE KlU.eO IN 8ArTl.E ...
P 4il!iit,iW I .......~<s\'S\
Let's Talk About Ethics, Baby
by Candace Kehl
Across many college campuses
students just like you and me break
what is called at many schools, a Stu-
dent Code of Conduct. How, you
may ask? They plagiarize. What ex-
actly is plagiarism?
According to the Merriam Webster
Dictionary, New Edition, plagiarism
is "the act of presenting the ideas or
words of another as one's· own."
Pretty simple to understand, but it
doesn't end there.
Every student attending Nova
Southeastern University's Farquhar
Center for Undergraduate Studies
should've received what is called the
"Nova Southeastern University Un-
dergraduate Programs STUDENT
HANDBOOK." Inside this hand-
book, given to all incoming students
at orientation or sent through the mail,
plagiarism is described in a more de-
tai led, precise manner under the title
"Rights and Responsibilities" on page
17-23 of the 1995-1996 edition of the
handbook.
This is where you will find NSU's
academic community has drawn out
a code of conduct for its students to
follow, to further their education here.
It states, "The University expects its
students to manifest a commitment to
academic integrity through rigid ob-
servance of standards for academic
hone'sty."
By being accepted into NSU and
attending you have promised to abide
by the academic codes and to take
part in academic honesty as a whole.
In attending this institution of higher
education, you agree to take part in
educating yourself ethically. Byeth-
ics I mean, following the rules or stan-
dards governing us as students, basic
honesty and other moral values. It is
unethical to lie, cheat, or steal. For
this reason, the Code of Conduct
states, "Assignments such as course
preparations, exams, texts, projects,
term papers, practicums, etc. must be
the original work of the student."
I emphasized term papers in my
citation from the STUDENT HAND-
see PLAGIARIZE?? on facing page
ABORTION
ALTERNATIVE:
ADOPTION
loving couple wishes to
give your baby a caring
home and wonderful
future. Medical and living
expenses paid. Personal,
sensitive attention.
Attorney Alan Marks
1-800-459-2678
Get Hooked On
WNSU
for
FREE!
Ca6[e SpCitters are n.ow avai[a6[e!!!
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN'S
ONLY
RADIO ALTERNATIVE
£all 47ti-741~ 'f)r mf)re
In'f)rmatlf)nf)r swp bY W/lIlj§U In
!:1f)senthal §tudent £enter
TYP I 1'16 SERU I CE
Term papers, resumes',
anyth ing you need!
Reasonable rates.
Located Southeast
FT. Lauderdale area.
Contact
Annie 467-1167,
527-1062 or digital
pager ;468-6288.
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ENTERTAINMENT
~::ALTERNATIVEMUSIC
':MARKETING INTERNSHIP
This position features 20 hour work weeks, $5.00 hourly pay rates, $220 monthly expense
reimbursement and the opportunity to demonstrate what you can do. For immediate
consideration, send your resume to: BMG Entertainment, HR Department, 1540 Broadway,
38th Fl., NY, NY 10036, or Fax: 212-930-4862. We are an equal opportunity employer.
The two-year internship involves working with Alternative retail, college radio, press and other
marketing outlets to promote and develop BMGs new artists throughout Miami. We're seeking
dynamic, full-time college Sophomores or Juniors who know they want a career in the music
indu~try, and know the hottest trends in alternative music today. You must also have a car
and receive a BA at time of graduation,
We have agreat "alternative' to the typical college job.
We are a company that reaches out to get the best stl~dents involved in its business before they
graduate. That's the whole thinking behind BMG Distributions nationwide Alternative ..
Market.ing program, and BMG Entertainment makes sure the doors remain open once inside.
As one of the nation's most dynamic distributor's ofAlternative Music, BMG Distribution
(RCA Records, Arista Records, Zoo Entertainment) is 'experiencing remarkable growth.
Therefore we ail: seeking full-time college students to join our nationwide Alternative
Marketing program before they graduate.
Knights Clean up the House ~
by Gus Bravo enjoying yet another series of victo- ference school comes to matching, VOLLEYBALL ~
ries. paid dividends this season as no other *Won FSC title once again, even-
After completing successful cam- Nova dominated the fall season school dominated the FSClike Nova tually losing to Montevallo in Re~
paigns that saw NSU bring home three with 14 All-Conference athletes, 2 Southeastern. gional Finals. ~
Florida Sun Conference titles, the Coaches of the Year, and 3 FSC titles. In a nut shell, here are some of *First-year coach Joanna Sahm was 't"
dedicated members of volleyball and The school's commitment to 10- the post-season awards won by a few named conference Coach of the Year.
both men and women's soccer are cal recruits, of which no other con- of the Knight athletes: . "'" NSV 0" 12 a
~
~;
from page 10 derstand it and execute, theknowl- paper has no idea what pride in his ing or selling term papers is prohib- ~
BOOK because here at NSU, I see edge he/she gained from it. Part of or her education means, and may be ited. ~'
academic dishonesty dealing with the the whole assignment was getting the missing the purpose of why we are It is wrong to tender information, ~
sharing of term papers and selling of research itself, the books, the articles, asked to rese.arch, write, and under- as a student here, because it violates
term papers every semester. or any other information. stand. Every word, thought, idea, or the academic standards of this uni-
Any type of assignment that re- This puts you' in violation. For sentence that comes from your mind versity. Our higher education here
quires the student to do research, some it's the easy way out of having is original, and should be important at NSU is' training us to be moral
understand research, and talk about to discipline themselves, and gain to you. The student buying or bor- agents within our society. We should ~
research isyour own responsibility academic integrity, but what they may rowing the paper is getting an easy be educating ourselves to improve
and should be done on your own. For not realize is it's the easy way of hin- ride tofailure in the future by gaining ourselves and the outside world we ~
example, you may not know that by dering their education, as well as that lack of responsibility. live in. ~
going to the library for a friend and of others.bealing with aterm paper, Tendering ofinformation: All a~a- Some of us are taught morals in ~
getting research for him/her is a vio- one may think "Hey, I already handed demic work must be the original work the home, some of us aren't. It is the ~
lation of the student code of conduct. it in. It doesn't hurt me to give it /sell of the student. Giving or allowing higher education institution's respon-
In the syllabus, it most likely states ,it to someone else," but it does. one's work to be copjed, giving out sibility to lead us down the path of
that he/she has to find research,un- The student that gives or sells that exam questions or answers, or reHeas- the moral life, not to tell us how to ~
j i Itve, but aid us in decision making, 't"
teaching us the difference between
what is right and w,hat is wrong. This (\
is why the NSU academic commu- ~
nity has set up a code which we have ~
all agreed to live by as students. ~.
Students attending this University !
should be here with the understand- ~'
ing that they will leave educated. At ~
times a student may fall behind or hit
such a low academically that they wi II
resort to almost anythingjustto pass
a class. I've seen this situation first
hand. No one wants to see a friend ~
fail, but helping him or her in such
an unethical way, by aiding in any ~
type of cheating or plagiarism doesn't· ~
help anyone. '"
Education Breeds Responsibility. ~
Part of growing up and being a stu-
dent here at NSU is ta,king responsi- ~
bility for one's own actions. Once
you interfere with the educational
process of another, or your own by
breaking the student code of conduct, 1\,
responsibility no longer exists. ~
It's a privilege to attend college, ~
one that should be taken advantage ~'
of to the fullest, by educating your- ~.
self ethically. Start your education ~
now, if you haven't already. Look ~
for the "Student Handbook" or request
one at Student Advising ifyou can't
find yours. Learn what responsibility
you have as a student attending Nova
, .Southeastern University. .
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NSUD()minates,-e()st~SeasonAward's
. " . . '. . ~ ., " '.' .' . ,. ., .' ..', .'. .." :..... ' ,', -
~-j
theRegion~tSemifinals.
*Departirig ·liecii!coach Thomas
~j£m.'
ay
SJ
... J
.AllAme,ic'an Express company
.And there's no telling
how far.you11 go!
.................•.•.....•.....:c: ".
. M1EBIOW TRAYa
. RELATED
•.... , ... ·SERVICES
*The Knights were crowned con- *Eddy Mendez, who took a team-
ference champs for the first time in high 40 shots (7goals),was selected
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